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We construct a generalized class of quantum gravity condensate states, that allows the description
of continuum homogeneous quantum geometries within the full theory. They are based on similar
ideas already applied to extract effective cosmological dynamics from the group field theory formalism, and thus also from loop quantum gravity. However, they represent an improvement over the
simplest condensates used in the literature, in that they are defined by an infinite superposition of
graph-based states encoding in a precise way the topology of the spatial manifold. The construction is based on the definition of refinement operators on spin network states, written in a second
quantized language. The construction lends itself easily to be applied also to the case of spherically
symmetric quantum geometries.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Background independent approaches to quantum gravity, in particular the strictly related loop quantum gravity
[1], spin foam models [2], group field theory [3, 4] and tensor models [5], have developed greatly in recent years, with
remarkable successes. They now suggest a precise type of fundamental degrees of freedom for quantum spacetime,
purely combinatorial and algebraic, and define for them a well-defined fundamental dynamics, providing at the same
time a plethora of mathematical tools to analyse it. Moreover, they have also produced a number of physical insights
on important issues in cosmology [6] and black hole physics [7–9]. This has been made possible by the clever application
of tools and ideas from the fundamental theory to simplified models.
What is still missing, however, is a direct and clear route from the fundamental background independent kinematics
and dynamics of the theory to effective continuum geometry and spacetime-based physics. From the point of view of
the formalism, this means studying the renormalisation flow of the quantum dynamics and the collective behaviour
of the fundamental degrees of freedom of quantum spacetime. In fact, this represent an important area of recent
development in the above approaches, both in the spin foam context seen from the point of view of lattice gauge
theory [10] and in the field-theoretic language of group field theory [11]. From a more physical perspective, this is the
problem of identifying suitable quantum states within the fundamental theory that admit an interpretation in terms
of continuum spacetimes and geometries, and of extracting their effective (classical and quantum) dynamics. Notice
that this problem of the continuum is distinct, even if related to the problem of studying the semi-classical limit of the
same theory (for which see [12–14]). In particular, addressing these two issues should allow to make direct contact,
again from within the fundamental theory, with the simplified models used in (quantum) cosmology and (quantum)
black hole physics and to give a more fundamental justification to their many results.
In looking for quantum states of the full theory that admit an interpretation as continuum (quantum) spaces, it
is natural to focus first on homogeneous geometries. These are most likely the simplest case to consider, on the one
hand, but on the other hand have also a wide range of applicability in physical situations. In particular, they form
the basis for studying effective cosmology within the full quantum gravity theory. And as a result, they are also the
natural first setting where to look for phenomenological consequences of the same quantum gravity theory.
There have been several recent attempts to achieve these goals, both in the canonical framework (in particular,
see the nice work in [15]) and in the covariant one [16]. Among these, the line of research that we develop here
is that of extracting cosmology from group field theory (GFT) condensate states, that was started in [17, 18], and
further developed in [19–21]. We will discuss the main ideas of this framework in the following sections. It is based
on the hypothesis that the geometric phase of group field theory, for the models that encode the quantum geometry
of loop quantum gravity (LQG), is a condensate one, and that simple GFT condensate states capture the physics of
homogeneous geometries. Indeed, it was shown that the effective dynamics of such GFT states, extracted directly
from the fundamental one, is a non-linear extension of quantum cosmology.
The objective of this paper is to generalise the construction of states performed in [17, 18] and to introduce, in
the same GFT framework, a new class of quantum states implementing the notion of homogeneity of the associated
geometry (in the same coarse grained sense). Among their new features, an important one is that these new states
contain the basic connectivity information required to reconstruct the topological structure of the desired geometry.
While well suited for homogeneous spaces, these states can also be adapted immediately to the case of spherically
symmetric geometries, where (classically) the isometry group leads to a foliation of the space in terms of homogeneous
leaves. This is a very important point of our construction. Indeed, the generalisation to spherically symmetric quantum
geometries will be the subject of future work based on our present results. More generally, our construction helps
clarifying how to construct continuum geometric states, with given symmetry properties, in GFT/LQG in a coarse
grained sense, while on the one hand keeping the topology encoded in such states under control and, on the other
hand, retaining the “sum over triangulations” spirit of GFT (thus not replying on any fixed lattice structure. Most
importantly, our states correspond to continuum quantum geometries in the sense that they encode (in terms of a few
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collective variables) an infinite superposition involving an infinite number of spin network degrees of freedom. In the
process, we show by our construction another general point: the Fock structure behind (the reformulation of LQG as)
GFT allows a straightforward definition of refinement operators for spin network states, and their action connecting
quantum states based on different graphs. Our specific construction is tied to the notion of “homogeneity” (in our
present scheme, this translates into “wave-function homogeneity”, as we shall discuss) and this will impose peculiar
and stringent properties on the refinement operators we use. However, the general idea of constructing superposition
of spin network states involving arbitrarily refined graphs, and thus being candidates for continuum quantum spaces,
via refinement operators defined in terms of GFT field operators, is very general. We are confident that it will find a
wide range of applicability and lead to further progress in the future.
Let us stress that our results can also be seen as an LQG construction, as the GFT re-formulation [22] carries the
same type of data and combinatorial structures as canonical LQG, even if it encodes them in a different Hilbert space
and, consequently, a formally different quantum dynamics. Also, in the present work some tools developed for tensor
models and already heavily used in the GFT context, show directly their potential usefulness in a more physical and
LQG-related context. This is not surprising, given that these tools were developed to have a better control over
(superpositions of) combinatorial structures, and this control is crucial for our construction of continuum states of
homogeneous type. Still, this is one more development that is likely to lead to further progress in the future.
We start in Section II with a brief overview of the GFT Fock space. In Section III we outline the general principles
to guide us to a GFT realization of homogeneous geometry, clarifying how we seek to generalise the construction in
[17, 18]. In Section IV we introduce the field operators which represent the basic tools of our construction and apply
them in a simplicial set-up. Section V presents some definitions of the main graph structures encoding topological
information. Section VI contains an extension of the tools developed in the simplicial context to colored graphs and
melodic structures. In Sections VII and VIII we apply the general techniques to some specific topologies: we show how
to construct (considerably) arbitrary triangulations of a 3-sphere and a shell at a given radial coordinate respectively.
Section IX analyzes the expectation value of generic one-body operators and contains an explicit calculation for the
number operator. Section X presents the second quantization of LQG geometric operators allowing us to extract
geometric information out of these states. Section XI contains the conclusions and some final remarks. We included
some auxiliary technical material in the Appendix A.

II.

GFT IN THE FOCK SPACE PICTURE: A BRIEF OVERVIEW

In a nutshell, Group Field Theories (GFTs) are quantum field theories on group manifolds, defining a path integral
quantisation of the gravitational field. To achieve this objective, one builds the theory so that its perturbative expansion yields Feynman diagrams interpretable as discrete geometries. In principle, GFTs can model any chosen spacetime dimension, while the amplitudes are determined by the selected discrete counterpart of gravitational/spacetime
dynamics [4].
The GFT program can be seen as a generalisation to higher dimensions of the matrix model approach to twodimensional quantum gravity [23]. Moreover, while they share with tensor models [5] the same combinatorial structures
in both field kinematics and dynamics, at the level of action and Feynman diagrams, GFTs are also an extension
in that they weight the Feynman diagrams by additional data. These data are determined by the group manifold
on which the group fields are defined. This allows a comparison (or a specific relationship) with other approaches
to quantum gravity. In particular, one can easily construct models whose perturbative expansion gives the same
amplitudes of any given spin foam model, thus incorporating fully the latter framework. For an extensive discussion
of these points, see [4].
For the purposes of this paper, it is important to stress another aspect of GFTs: they constitute a translation, in
the language of second quantisation, of Loop Quantum Gravity. This is most easily seen when GFT is written in its
operatorial version, in which field operators act on a Fock space (see [22] for a detailed presentation). Contrary to
the path integral version, this formulation allows a direct description in terms of spin network states and quantum
operators acting on them, as in canonical LQG. As this paper is concerned with the construction of certain quantum
states, we examine this point in detail. To avoid confusion, we consider GFT models for gravity in 3+1 dimensions.
To maintain clarity, we examine the simplest version of the theory. Generalisations are possible and straightforward,
but they might obscure the relevant ideas. In this context, the basic components of the theory are the group field
creation/annihilation operators: ϕ̂† and ϕ̂, respectively. The operators possess1 a gauge invariance property, symmetry
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This symmetry property, which endows the Feynman amplitudes with a lattice gauge theory structure, could in principle also be
implemented at the dynamical level, rather than in the very definition of fields.
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under the diagonal right action of SU (2) on SU (2)×4 :
ϕ̂(gv k) = ϕ̂(gv ) ,

(1)

where k ∈ SU(2) and, to clarify notation, gv k = (g(v,1) k, g(v,2) k, g(v,3) k, g(v,4) k).
As a consequence, the operators satisfy bosonic commutation relations:
[ϕ̂(gv ), ϕ̂† (gv′ )] = ∆R (gv , gv′ ) ≡

Z

SU(2)

dγ

4
Y

−1
δ(g(v,i) γg(v
′ ,i) )

(2)

i=1

where gv = (g(v,1) , g(v,2) , g(v,3) , g(v,4) ) and δ(g) denotes the δ-function over SU(2). Note that this is akin to the Fock
structure of a non-relativistic QFT.
These ladder operators have a graph-theoretic manifestation as operators creating or destroying 4-valent vertices.
This is enhanced to a topological interpretation when such vertices are thought of as dual to tetrahedra. The gluing
of 4-valent vertices constructs 4-regular graphs, which is mirrored in the dual by the gluing of tetrahedra to construct
three–dimensional simplicial topologies. As a result, all Fock space states are naturally associated to graphs and,
thereafter, 3d topologies. Depending on the contraction of group arguments within the product of operators, these
graphs (and topologies) may be connected or disconnected, closed or in possession of boundaries.
A local geometric structure is captured precisely by the data associated by the group field operators to each
tetrahedron; the group elements are interpreted directly as a discrete connection (that is, a collection of group
elements, which, in any embedding of the combinatorial structures into a smooth manifold, acquire the interpretation
of parallel transports of a spacetime connection along paths in the manifold), parallel transporting information from
(the frame attached to) one tetrahedron to its neighbour (when glued, otherwise it is the local value of the discrete
connection). The geometrical interpretation is more clearly elucidated if we pass to the so-called non-commutative
representation [24, 25]. This is obtained by performing a (non-commutative) Fourier transformation on the field
operators, passing from the group SU(2) to the corresponding algebra su(2). These algebra field operators are denoted
by φ̂ and φ̂† , respectively. The domain of these fields is su(2)×4 and the transformation takes the form:
#
" 4
Z
Y
(3)
eg(v,i) (X(v,i) ) ϕ̂(gv ),
φ̂(Xv ) ≡ dgv
i=1

where eg(v,i) (X(v,i) ) are the analogue of plane waves in this non-commutative context (eg (X) = eTrsu(2) (Xg) ). This
quartet of algebra elements captures discrete metric information for the tetrahedron, to which the field operator is
associated. In fact, the four Lie algebra elements associated to each tetrahedron can be interpreted
as defining the
p
normal vectors to its four faces, and can be used to define a local tetrad frame. |X(v,i) | = hX(v,i) , X(v,i) isu(2) and
X(v,i) /|X(v,i) | denote then the area of and the normal to the ith triangle, respectively. In this formulation, the gauge
invariance condition translates into the closure condition:
X
X(v,i) = 0 .
(4)
i

Having imposed closure, one can construct six SU(2)-invariant quantities that capture the remaining information,
for example, the six tetrahedral edge-lengths. Thus, the connection between wave-function data and local geometric
structure follows.
It is worth noting that these two representations, g and X, are akin to the usual configuration space and momentum
space representations in QFT. In the classical regime, the two together parameterise the discrete geometry phase
space, which matches exactly the classical phase space associated to the corresponding graph in LQG. Obviously,
other parametrizations of the same phase space are possible [26], and give rise to corresponding representations for
the GFT fields.
A generic n-particle Fock state is built from creation operators acting on the Fock vacuum:
|ψi =

Z Y
N

dgvn ψ(gv1 , . . . , gvN ) ϕ̂† (gv1 ) . . . ϕ̂† (gvN ) |0i ,

(5)

n=1

where |0i denotes the Fock vacuum, ϕ̂(gv ) |0i = 0, and ψ is an n-body wave-function. Notice that the latter is
completely symmetric under permutation of its arguments, due to the bosonic statistics satisfied by the field operators.
The wave-function has a topological interpretation in so far as it determines the topological properties of the collection of n tetrahedra comprising the quantum state; the function ψ encodes the convolution of group field arguments.
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This translates to connectivity among the tetrahedra. Such wave-functions have an immediate interpretation as spin
network wave-functions within LQG. From the point of view of LQG, the field theory ladder operators connect spin
network wave-functions with different number of nodes.
The connection with LQG persists to the GFT dynamics. The dynamical properties of the theory are determined
by the quantum equation of motion, which generically has the following functional form:
Z

δS
δV
[ϕ̂, ϕ̂† ] |Ψi =
[ϕ̂, ϕ̂† ] |Ψi = 0
(6)
dgv′ K(gv , gv′ ) ϕ̂(gv′ ) +
δϕ(gv )
δϕ(gv )

where S[ϕ, ϕ] is the action functional,2 K is a kinetic kernel encoding the free propagation of the field, while V[ϕ, ϕ]
is the vertex term, which encodes the interacting part of the theory. In particular, it contains (non-local) non-linear
monomials in the field operators. This implies that states solving (6) are not eigenstates of the number operator3
and contain, in principle, states with an arbitrary number of particles. The specific choice of the equation of motion
allows us to translate the LQG dynamics to GFT form. The action can indeed be chosen to encode the quantum
dynamics of a canonical theory of spin networks, like LQG, via projector operator onto solutions of the Hamiltonian
constraint, see [22].
The perturbative expansion is defined in the usual way, starting from the state that solves the free theory equation
of motion, i.e. the Fock vacuum
Z
(8)
dgv′ K(gv , gv′ ) ϕ̂(gv′ ) |0i = 0

where we implicitly assume that K is nondegenerate. With an appropriate choice for the vertex kernel, a generic term
in the expansion is associated to spin network states, along with a complex coefficient determined by (6). In this way,
this operatorial approach to quantum gravity also generates a sum-over-geometries.
The Fock structure facilitates working with solutions to (6) that are comprised of arbitrary superpositions of states
containing an arbitrary numbers of “quanta of space”. These are candidates for continuum states of quantum geometry
in the theory, as they do not depend on any given combinatorial structure nor on any given truncation to a finite
number of degrees of freedom. Furthermore, the quantum equations are generically too complicated to be solved
explicitly, or, even in those cases for which it is possible to write an exact expression for the state, its physical content
remains implicit. Thus, the Fock structure also provides the possibility to utilise completely new classes of trial states
as approximate solutions, possibly with a clearer geometric content.
In particular in [17, 18] (see also [19, 20]), powerful Fock space tools (coherent states, squeezed states and generalizations) allowed for the derivation of effective dynamical equations for states that admit a natural interpretation as
homogeneous cosmologies. Importantly, this was accomplished while still preserving the sum-over-geometries character of the theory, in that no preferred triangulation was singled out as an identifiable background.
The rest of this paper is devoted to the application of these ideas and methods to the construction of states that can
be interpreted in a natural way as superpositions of spin networks states, associated to complexes of given topology,
and similarly interpreted as encoding in a coarse-grained manner the quantum geometry of continuum homogeneous
spaces..
III.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES GUIDING THE CONSTRUCTION OF HOMOGENEOUS QUANTUM
GEOMETRIES

Let us now present in some detail the general philosophy guiding our approach to the problem of extracting
continuum geometries and their effective dynamics from the GFT/LQG formalism, and in particular guiding the
construction we present in this paper, for the homogenous case.
Our general desiderata are the following. First, we want to identify quantum states in the full theory, which a)
contain an infinite number of kinematical degrees of freedom; b) do not depend on any given triangulation/graph
but are generically a superposition of (possibly an infinite number) of them; c) depend only on data associated to
continuum homogeneous (quantum) geometries.

2

3

Note that the action is a functional of group fields (ϕ and ϕ) at the outset and not group field operators (ϕ̂ and ϕ̂† ); hence, the absence of
“hats”. After the functional derivative is taken, the operators are substituted into the result. This requires a choice of operator ordering,
and normal ordering is the obvious choice. In general, thanks to the GFT formulation, one can follow standard QFT procedures, even
in this background independent quantum gravity context.
The number operator is defined as usual:
Z
b ≡
N
dgv ϕ̂† (gv ) ϕ̂(gv ) .
(7)
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This means that their description of quantum geometry is necessarily a coarse-grained one, with respect to the
infinite number of degrees of freedom associated to their constituent microscopic configurations (the states appearing in
their defining superposition). This also means that we are not requiring necessarily that their constituent microscopic
configurations are themselves homogeneous discrete quantum geometries, i.e. states associated to discretizations of
homogeneous geometries, although these latter would fit the general desiderata as included in the superposition. We
will return later to this point.
Second, we would like to identify states that are also candidates for good approximations to the geometric vacuum
of the full theory, that is the vacuum state in the phase which admits a description in terms of smooth metric fields and
(some modified version of) General Relativity (this phase should of course exist, barred the failure of the theory as a
theory of quantum gravity). Here, the key word is “approximate”. As in condensed matter theory, when dealing with
a system with many interacting degrees of freedom, the goal is to find reasonable simplified trial states, that capture
enough of the true vacuum of the system to allow the extraction of accurate physical predictions. The hypothesis
is that a first approximation of such true vacuum would be described in terms of homogeneous geometric degrees of
freedom, suitable for the description of (quantum) cosmology.
Obviously, the above desiderata can be realised in many different ways. That is, they are general enough that can
lead to the construction of very different types of states. One needs more assumptions or educated guesses about
the correct properties of the vacuum of the theory, in absence of more solid indications from observations or from
mathematical results on the full quantum dynamics.
Our next guideline is then the idea of condensation of the atoms of quantum space as the process leading to the
geometric phase of the theory, i.e. the idea of the universe as a quantum condensate of QG building blocks (in this
context, GFT/LQG building blocks) [27]. Such “GFT condensation” is also a prototypical example of the phase
transitions that we can expect in these quantum gravity models [28]. Indeed, its occurrence in GFT has been studied
using FRG methods in [29], and suggested in the canonical LQG context in [30, 31]. The idea of condensation leads
immediately to a specific guess for the quantum states to consider (again, we stress, as simple enough approximations
of a true vacuum of the theory). Under the assumption of bosonic statistics for the GFT quanta, a GFT condensate
would be a quantum state in which all quanta appearing in its Fock representation are associated the same wave
function. Now this is a strong constraint on the class of quantum states to consider, and we will stick to this
restricted class in the following.
The simplest example of states of this kind has been considered in [17, 18], and shown to admit indeed an interpretation in terms of homogeneous (but generically anisotropic) continuum geometries, and to lead to an effective
dynamics that is a non-linear generalization of loop quantum cosmology. This showed the consistency and the potential
usefulness of our guiding hypotheses.
Let us review briefly this simple example, and then elucidate in which directions we are going to generalize it in
the present paper.
The simplest example of a GFT condensate state is a coherent state for the field operator:
Z
|σi := N (σ) exp (σ̂) |0i with σ̂ := (dg)4 σ(g1 , . . . , g4 )ϕ̂† (g1 , . . . , g4 )
(9)
where we also require σ(kg1 , . . . , kg4 ) = σ(g1 , . . . , g4 ) ∀k ∈ SU (2), and N (σ) is a normalization factor. This state
satisfies in fact ϕ̂(gI )|σi = σ(gI )|σi.
In series expansion, one obtains an infinite superposition of n-particle states of n disconnected tetrahedra (equivalently, spin network vertices). One has something akin to a gas of disconnected tetrahedra. However, it is a peculiar
‘gas’. All n-particle wavefunctions have a product structure built out of a single wavefunction σ depending on the
data of an individual tetrahedron, and endowed with an additional symmetry. This wavefunction σ then plays the role
of a collective wavefunction characterizing the whole GFT condensate state, that is, the whole set of infinite degrees
of freedom encoded in such coherent state. Indeed, this is the exact GFT counterpart of the Gross-Pitaevskii wave
function of standard BECs [32].
One can show that the phase space on which this collective wave-function is defined, thanks also to the additional
symmetry condition we imposed, can be put in one-to-one correspondence with the data characterizing homogeneous
continuum spatial geometries. For details, see [17, 18].
This correspondence relies on a choice of embedding of the abstract tetrahedra in a continuum 3-manifold, and a
corresponding re-interpretation of the abstract algebraic data defining the single-tetrahedron phase space as coming
from the discretization of smooth fields defined on this manifold. It is in this sense that they are good candidates
for describing quantum homogeneous geometries in the full theory. In this embedding, each tetrahedron encodes the
local structure of geometry at each point, and the equality of the associated wave functions is the translation of the
requirement of homogeneity.
The choice of such embedding is not intrinsic to the formalism, it is instead an (ambiguous) extra ingredient needed
for the interpretation of the data and of the states, but nothing in the construction itself depends on it. Rather, it is
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the resulting dynamics that that should confirm (or challenge) the interpretation of the states based on such choice
of embedding.
In fact, one way to see the construction is as defining a notion of homogeneity in a fully background independent
context, a notion that we may call wave-function homogeneity: a quantum geometry is homogeneous if the (quantum
statistical) distribution over pre-geometric data associated to each of the quanta of space is the same. The idea would
be that this notion should capture the relevant physics of homogeneous continuum geometries at least in the simplest
approximation, as well as characterizing the relevant phase of the full theory.
Having recalled these basic facts, let us now discuss more the structure of such states.
The coarse grained nature of the above states rests on the fact that the infinite superposition of spin network degrees
of freedom is fully encoded in a single collective function of only a finite number of variables. This is according to our
desiderata for cosmological states in the full quantum gravity theory.
In particular, not only the quantum state for each GFT quantum is assumed to be the same, but no correlation
at all between GFT quanta (tetrahedra, spin net vertices), those that would endow the states with an associated
graph-structure, is encoded. The latter condition means also that these state lack the information to reconstruct any
topological structure.
They are thus only a crudest possible approximation to any realistic vacuum state of the interacting theory (they
correspond, indeed, to a simple mean field approximation), even assuming condensation correctly captures the main
features of its geometric phase.
We seek for a generalization of the above construction, and for more realistic quantum states satisfying the desiderata
stated above.
It is clear that any perturbation of the above simple states will lead to a deviation from the simple notion of
homogeneity they encode. Notice also that any such perturbation will affect, a priori, all the states in the superposition
and all the quanta entering the definition of each term in it. In other words, their perturbations have support on an
infinite number of degrees of freedom, as appropriate for states representing continuum geometries.
These perturbations will have, in general, two types of effects: 1) they will modify the product structure and the
simple assignment of wave functions to the individual constituents of quantum spacetime; 2) they will introduce
correlations among such constituents, thus linking information among their corresponding tetrahedra/spin network
vertices.
In both cases, these deviations from the simplest structure of the GFT coherent states will introduce new data in
the states entering the superposition. These new data will imply that, in the same or similar reconstruction procedure
used to put the simplest condensates in correspondence with continuum metrics, each individual state entering the
superposition will correspond to an inhomogeneous discrete (simplicial) geometry. In other words, any modification
of the simplest coherent states will in general involve discrete geometries that are, per se, not homogeneous. Note
that this is true saved a few exceptions, because the same states may include also, in their defining superposition,
states associated with triangulations of regular combinatorial structure as well as homogeneous assignment of discrete
data. We will return to this point.
We look now for generalised states that, despite this, still match our desiderata and represent homogeneous continuum geometries in a coarse grained sense. That is, we look for states that, while defined by infinite superpositions
involving triangulations and discrete quantum geometries which are not individually homogeneous, they are still collectively described by the data associated to continuum homogeneous geometries. The two main types of (expected)
results of perturbing the simplest condensate states also indicate two main directions for generalizing them to better,
if more intricate, candidates for geometric vacua of the theory.
It is hard to see how to achieve our stated goals when generalizing the simplest condensate states in the first direction
mentioned above. Generically, modifying the wave function assignment will lead to a large number of variables being
needed for characterizing the quantum state. States of this type are of course acceptable, but very impractical if
the goal is to insert them in the fundamental dynamics of the theory to extract an effective dynamics. If, in order
to avoid this, one simply uses a single wave function on a restricted set of variables to collectively characterize the
whole superposition, e.g. by simply integrating out all the other microscopic data (a brute force coarse graining),
one should expect the effective dynamics satisfied by this wave function to be vastly different from the microscopic
one defining the full theory. This is not conceptually problematic, but it makes technically very hard to extract such
effective dynamics from the microscopic theory, and it also makes the details of the macroscopic dynamics (i.e the
specific spin foam or GFT model under consideration) to a large extent irrelevant. The last case would correspond,
in condensed matter, to look for a generic hydrodynamic approximation of the microscopic dynamics, as opposed to
a more restricted, and rather special, condensate hydrodynamics.
Instead, we look for states which are generalization of the simplest condensate states in the second direction
mentioned above. They are still constructed out of QG building blocks to which the same wave function is associated
(they are still simple condensates, in this respect). However, they also encode correlations among such building blocks
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that allow to associate one and the same topology to each term in their defining superposition4 . Here lies their main
improvement over the simplest examples of GFT condensates. As topological information is encoded in the graph
structure, we shall examine this in some detail in Section V. In this paper, we shall treat three cases, the 3-sphere, the
3-ball and the 3-shell. They are compact manifolds with zero, one and two boundary components, respectively. The
first is of interest in its own right, while we foresee the latter two as important for the case of spherical symmetry.
We stick, then, to what we called wave-function homogeneity as a defining property, for now. Therefore, the states
are still going to be characterized collectively by a single function on minisuperspace, of (quantum) cosmological type.
We hope that this will allow a simpler handling of the resulting states and a more direct route to their effective
physics. Other types of generalized constructions will be left for future work.
In more detail, we explicitly realise our states via a two-step process:
i) we begin with a seed state for the desired topology. A seed state is generally chosen for it combinatorial
simplicity.
ii) we act iteratively with a refinement operator, that generates states associated to finer triangulations from
simpler ones. In particular, this operator is both topology-preserving and maintains homogeneity of the vertex
wave-functions.
The states obtained by this process are a linear superposition of states with support on structures drawn from
a subset of triangulations of that topology. Considering a single contribution to that sum, the expectation value
for observables probing geometric structure is determined exclusively by the unique vertex wave-function and the
combinatorics of the graph. Once more, this means we are capturing only coarse grained information about the
multitude of microscopic degrees of freedom that can be associated to the individual states in the superposition. In
particular, like in the case of simple condensate states, one can see that this coarse grained information matches the
one characterising the geometry of homogeneous spaces, as they are used in cosmology.
Generically, in fact, if one analyses the detailed discrete geometric information associated to each individual state
entering the superposition, one would characterise it as ‘inhomogeneous’from the point of view, say, of simplicial
geometry. One could summarise this by saying that we plan to have homogeneous wave-functions over discrete
geometries, rather than wave-functions over homogeneous discrete geometries. Such a choice is also motivated by
statistical mechanics, which tells us that we should include all the microscopic states compatible with the given
macroscopic conditions, whether or not they share the macroscopic symmetries of the system. This is an important, if
maybe controversial point in our quantum gravity context. So, let us conclude this introductory discussion on general
principles, by arguing why it makes little sense, and it is anyway far too involved to be practical, to try to define a
continuum state from superpositions of discrete homogeneous geometries (sort of discrete symmetry reduced states),
at least in our context.
A classical homogenous geometry is characterised by: a choice of manifold M; geometric degrees of freedom specified
at a point, say p ∈ M; an isometry group G that acts transitively on M and maps this geometrical information to the
other points of M. These geometric quantities may be determined solely by the metric (in a second order formalism)
or by the metric and connection/curvature (in a first order formalism).
Reproducing this scenario in a discrete context is a subtle procedure. These difficulties are bound up with task of
defining a suitable notion of locality in a discrete structure. In a continuum topological setting, the neighbourhoods
of points look the same. However, in the discrete setting, there are extended as well as point-like structures: points,
edges, faces, 3–cells, all of which have subtly different realisations of locality.
This becomes evident when we assign geometric information. For example, one familiar option is to assign metric
degrees of freedom within a frame attached to each tetrahedron. Indeed, this is what is done in the GFT noncommutative X-representation. Thus, discrete metric information is local to each tetrahedron. However, curvature
information, whether independently assigned or constructed from this discrete metric, cannot be local to a given
tetrahedron, since it describes precisely the effect of transporting between frames. In fact, the curvature is local with
respect to the edges of the triangulation and it depends on geometrical information assigned to all tetrahedra sharing
that edge.
With this in mind, one looks for a suitable definition of homogeneous simplicial geometries.
One option focusses on assigning homogeneous geometrical information to the triangulation, leaving implicit the
definition of the transitively acting isometry group. While metric information poses no problem, and homogeneity in
the metric would be satisfied by assigning simply equal edge lengths everywhere, curvature information is a different

4

Notice that this rests on the peculiarity of GFTs as combinatorially non-local field theories, i.e. on their richer combinatorial structures.
In ordinary QFT, like the one describing standard BECs, once the assumption of identical wave functions for the microscopic constituents
is implemented, there is not much room for any other condition on the states.
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matter. Since curvature is local to the edges, homogeneity would impose regularity of their neighbourhoods. Triangulations satisfying both requirements are very special and difficult to locate within the space of GFT triangulations
(at least in dimensions three and higher). The same is true in the even larger space of complexes associated to generic
LQG states. As a result, they are likely to have little impact within the GFT setting and any quantum state relying
exclusively on a superposition of these very special complexes would probably be, maybe paradoxically, an even worse
approximation to the true vacuum of the theory (still assuming this corresponds to homogeneous quantum geometries)
than the simplest condensate states.
In light of this fact, another option would be to stress more the role of an isometry group of transformations. In
this way, we could increase the number of relevant triangulations by relaxing the combinatorial regularity conditions
and compensating for this irregularity with varying geometrical information assigned to the discrete structures. In
other words, the geometrical degrees of freedom could no longer be homogeneous, in the sense that it would vary
over the tetrahedra of the triangulation. As a result, this also scuppers our plans from a GFT perspective, since
it entails a proliferation of elements within the fundamental data set. Indeed, it would fall back in the first of
option for generalising the simplest condensate states. This conflicts with one of the main motivations for pursuing a
homogeneous sector within GFT: ease of construction.
Thus, quantizing a classically homogeneous sector of discrete geometries does not seem well-adapted to the GFT
setting, and an approach rather of coarse graining type seems more appropriate.
In the end, not following the above route, the states constructed by our approach possess three important properties:
– they are reasonably simple to generate and manipulate, providing the opportunity for explicit analytic calculations;
– they are compatible with a statistical mechanical approach that takes into account a large class of microstates
at fixed macroscopic conditions;
– they describe a macroscopic continuum geometry controlled by the minimal amount of data: an infinite but
well-controlled class of graphs describing a fixed topology, along with a single vertex wave-function.
Having clarified the conceptual set-up and our goals, we can now move on to the technical part, and describe our
construction of generalised quantum gravity condensate states in detail.
IV.

REDEFINITION OF FIELD OPERATORS

We have two goals here: to realise homogenity of the vertex wave-function and to define refinement moves for the
topologies of interest. In this section we will consider just the case of GFT without matter and without additional
colouring. The extension of the results presented in the following is straightforward.
To achieve our goals, we have to adapt the formalism in order to introduce operators which create vertices with the
desired wave-function.
A.

Vertex wave-function homogeneity

It is convenient to define field operators, functions of the original GFT field operators ϕ̂ and ϕ̂† , which are automatically adapted to the wave-function that we want to encode. More precisely, we are interested in linear transformations
of the form5
Z
Z
†
σ̂(hv ) = dgv σ(hv gv ) ϕ̂(gv ) ,
σ̂ (hv ) = dgv σ(hv gv ) ϕ̂† (gv ) ,
(14)
5

Generically, one may perform linear transformations of the form:
Z
h
i
σ̂(gv ) =
dhv α(gv ; hv ) ϕ̂(hv ) + β(gv ; hv ) ϕ̂† (hv ) ,
Z
i
h
σ̂† (gv ) =
dhv α(gv ; hv ) ϕ̂† (hv ) + β(gv ; hv ) ϕ̂(hv ) ,
The effect on the commutation relations of such aZtransformation is:
h
i
[σ̂(gv ), σ̂† (gv′ )] =
dhv α(gv ; hv ) α(gv′ ; hv ) + β(gv ; hv ) β(gv′ ; hv ) .
Thus, in order to be a Bogoliubov transformation, one should impose the condition:
Z
i
h
dhv α(gv ; hv ) α(gv′ ; hv ) + β(gv ; hv ) β(gv′ ; hv ) = δ(gv , gv′ ) .
In Equation (14), we are considering a transformation, in which α(gv ; hv ) = σ(gv h−1
v ) and β(gv ; hv ) = 0.

(10)
(11)

(12)

(13)
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where σ̂ and σ̂ † are the transformed fields. Let us comment for a second on the interpretation of the group elements
appearing in the previous expressions. The group elements gv are those associated to a vertex, and they can be seen
as the parallel transports from the vertex to the endpoint of an open edge emanating from it.
The group elements hv do not possess this geometrical interpretation. Rather, they are auxiliary group elements
used to manipulate the connectivity encoded in the state. Indeed, the connectivity is encoded in the functional
dependence of the wave-function of the state with respect to the parallel transports gv . We say that there exist an
edge connecting two vertices, v and w, if the wave-function depends on gv and gw through the specific combinations
−1
of arguments g(w,j)
g(v,i) for some pair of indices (i, j).
A simple way to generate these gluings, starting from wave-functions associated to the vertices, is through convolutions. For instance, an edge built using the leg 1 of vertex v and the leg 3 of vertex w will be built with the following
convolution
Z
ψv (gv )ψw (gw ) → dhψv (hg(v,1) , g(v,2) , g(v,3) , g(v,4) )ψw (g(w,1) , g(w,2) , hg(w,3) , g(w,4) ).
(15)
Notice that the position of the group element h on the left of the gs is dictated by the requirement that the resulting
−1
wave-function will depend on the group element g(w,3)
g(v,1) , which is the parallel transport from v to w along the
desired path.
Therefore, the role of the group elements h appearing as the arguments of the operators σ̂ is to be used as the
auxiliary variables required by the convolutions necessary to encode the connectivity of the states.
In the case in which the desired state is associated to an open graph, it suffices to act with the operator σ̂ † evaluated
at hi = e, where i is the label of the argument that corresponds to the open edge.
At this stage we introduce a further restriction on the wave-functions σ, which can be motivated by geometric
considerations. The wave-functions that we are using are encoding the geometric data of a tetrahedron. However, in
general, they store more information that we need, if we just impose gauge invariance on the right, as they specify,
in terms of the Lie algebra variables, not only the edge lengths, but also the orientation of the tetrahedron itself.
However, as it has been argued in [17, 18], this is too much, as it does not reflect the gauge invariance that we expect
at the classical level under arbitrary change of reference frame. Therefore, we further restrict the dependence of the
wave-function σ on the arguments so that it has simultaneously left and right gauge invariance:
σ(γL qv γR ) = σ(qv ),

∀γL , γR ∈ SU(2)

(16)

There is an obvious consequence of this restriction: the field operator σ̂(hv ), now, inherits gauge invariance on the
left:
σ̂(hv ) = σ̂(γhv ) , ∀γ ∈ SU(2).

(17)

The impact of this gauge invariance on the gluings is minimal. Indeed, one can explicitly check that the convolutions
of such wave-functions will still result in the identification of the bivectors associated to the faces to be glued, by
considering the expectation values of the scalar products of the fluxes involved (which are indeed invariant under the
rotations of the frames).
These operators σ̂, σ̂ † will allow us to construct state which incorporate the vertex homogeneity idea in a very
straightforward way, as they neatly separate the problem of specifying the connectivity of the state from the implementation of vertex homogeneity. In other words, the states that we are going to build are based on the generic
template:


Z
Y
Y
 dh
δ(hi hj )
σ̂ † (hv ) |0i ,
(18)
i,j∈Γ

v∈Γ

where the pattern of identifications implied by the product of Dirac deltas will encode the structure of the graph that
is required.
Thus, for instance, a dipole state, encoding the simplest triangulation of S 3 , will have the form
|dipolei ∝

Z

dhv dhw

4
Y

†
†
δ(h(v,i) h−1
(w,i) )σ̂ (hv )σ̂ (hw ) |0i ,

(19)

i=1

while the triangulation generated taking five tetrahedra with the combinatorics of the boundary of a 4−simplex can
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be used for the state
S3 ∝

Z

dhv1 dhv2 dhv3 dhv4 dhv5

−1
−1
−1
−1
× δ(h(v1 ,1) h−1
(v5 ,4) )δ(h(v1 ,2) h(v4 ,3) )δ(h(v1 ,3) h(v3 ,2) )δ(h(v1 ,4) h(v2 ,1) )δ(h(v2 ,2) h(v5 ,3) )

−1
−1
−1
−1
× δ(h(v2 ,3) h−1
(v4 ,2) )δ(h(v2 ,4) h(v3 ,1) )δ(h(v3 ,3) h(v5 ,2) )δ(h(v3 ,4) h(v4 ,1) )δ(h(v4 ,4) h(v5 ,1) )

× σ̂ † (hv1 )σ̂ † (hv2 )σ̂ † (hv3 )σ̂ † (hv4 )σ̂ † (hv5 ) |0i .

(20)

As it is evident from these simple examples, the manipulation of complex states becomes rapidly very difficult.
However, we will now show how we can at least generate and control some nontrivial states by introducing suitable
refining operators.

B.

Simplicial moves

Besides vertex homogeneity, the states that we seek will have to incorporate some sort of information about the
topology of the graphs, as well as some form of sum over geometries, which is in fact the true novelty of the present
proposal.
According to the kind of topological information that we are interested into, we might have to consider GFT with
additional data, in absence of which the reconstruction of the topological properties encoded in a given graph might
be ambiguous (this extra structure will be introduced in Section VI by means of colored graphs). However, apart
from this subtle but important point, the construction follows exactly the same lines.
We start from a certain seed state, built gluing σ−vertices with a combinatorial pattern of our design (for instance
a simple triangulation of a three sphere, as in the previous examples, or of a torus). Then, we act on this state with
simple refinement move operators, which have to be
• topology preserving;
• respecting the vertex homogeneity.
The construction of the refinement move is rather constrained, given the requirements that need to be satisfied, and
the peculiarities of the algebra of Bosonic ladder operators. First, we implement the restriction on the preservation of
topology. Natural candidates are operators realizing the basic Pachner moves (1 → 4, 2 → 3,3 → 2,4 → 1). In each
of them, a certain number of vertices will be destroyed and replaced, maintaining the topology, by a different number
of vertices.
We first notice that we are interested, in fact, into the growth of a state out of a seed, as we wish to start from states
containing a minimal amount of vertices. Second, due to the fact that the vertices that we are using are identical
particle, it is impossible to realize local Pachner moves of the type 2 → 3,3 → 2 and 4 → 1, as it is impossible, without
introducing explicitly some physical labelling of the vertices (e.g. through matter fields) to ensure that the vertices
that are being destroyed are in fact connected among themselves.
On one hand, then, we are unable to explore ergodically the space of the possible triangulations that can be reached
with a sequence of Pachner moves starting from a given seed state. On the other hand we are not necessarily interested
in the implementation of this possibility, at this stage. In any case, this is just a matter related to the simplicity of
the models that we are considering for the procedure to be applied, rather than a fundamental obstruction to the
general idea.
Therefore, we focus our attention onto the definition of a 1 → 4 move, implemented through the action of a certain
composite operator which obeys a specific equation which we now discuss. Being a 1 → 4 move, the operator will
involve an annihilator and four creation operators, convoluted with a kernel to be determined:
Z
c
M ≡ (dg)20 M (g(v,1) , g(v,2) , g(v,3) , g(v,4) ; g(v,5) )ϕ̂† (g(v,1) )ϕ̂† (g(v,2) )ϕ̂† (g(v,3) )ϕ̂† (g(v,4) )ϕ̂(g(v,5) ).
(21)
Notice that the kernel M is completely symmetric in the first four sets of arguments only. It has been chosen to be
normal ordered as otherwise spurious 0 → 3 terms, associated then to disconnected components, would be included.
The action of the operator onto a given state will generate a sum of terms, each of which will correspond to a Wick
c with one of the creation operators used to build the state from the
contraction of the annihilator contained in M
c
Fock vacuum, and the subsequent creation of four new vertices with connectivity and data implied by M.
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In order to satisfy our requirements about the topology and the vertex homogeneity, then, we need the operator
c to satisfy the equation
M
h
i Z
c σ̂ † (h1 , h2 , h3 , h4 ) = (dh)6 σ̂ † (h4 , h5 , h6 , h7 )σ̂ † (h7 , h3 , h8 , h9 )
M,
σ̂ † (h9 , h6 , h2 , h10 )σ̂ † (h10 , h8 , h5 , h1 )

(22)

where we recognize in the RHS the pattern of convolutions of four tetrahedra, with wave-function σ, glued to form a
triangulation of B 3 , which is exactly the same topology of the tetrahedron that has been removed. Graphically, the
simplicial move action (22) is

h7
h4

h2
h1

h3

h6
Γ\v

v

h4

v3

h3

c:
M

v4

→

h9

Γ\v

h5
h8

.

(23)

h2

v2

h1
h10

v1

c for a fixed σ, which, we
When using (21), this equation becomes a linear integral equation for the kernel M,
remember, will be fixed by the dynamics of the system.
Due to the non-abelian nature of SU(2) it is difficult to present a complete set of solutions, with accessory conditions
on σ. However, we claim that the procedure has a non-empty set of solutions.
To convince ourselves of this, we consider first the case in which the group is abelian (e.g. U(1)). In this case, one
can simply consider the equation for the kernel, written in terms of representations, labeled by integers:
Mm11 ,m12 ,m13 ,m14 ,m21 ,m22 ,m23 ,m24 ,m31 ,m32 ,m33 ,m34 ,m41 ,m42 ,m43 ,m44 ,−m51 ,−m52 ,−m53 ,−m54 σm51 ,m52 ,m53 ,m54
× δ(m11 + m12 + m13 + m14 )δ(m21 + m22 + m23 + m24 )
× δ(m31 + m32 + m33 + m34 )δ(m41 + m42 + m43 + m44 )δ(m51 + m52 + m53 + m54 )
=σm44 ,m42 ,m43 ,m44 σm31 ,m33 ,m33 ,m34 σm21 ,m22 ,m22 ,m24 σm11 ,m12 ,m13 ,m11
× δ(m11 + m12 + m13 + m14 )δ(m21 + m22 + m23 + m24 )
× δ(m31 + m32 + m33 + m34 )δ(m41 + m42 + m43 + m44 )
× δ(m54 − m41 )δ(m53 − m32 )δ(m52 − m23 )δ(m51 − m14 )
× δ(m42 + m13 )δ(m43 + m22 )δ(m44 + m31 )δ(m33 + m12 )δ(m34 + m21 )δ(m24 + m11 ) ,

(24)

where no summation over repeated indices is implied. Some explanations on the groups of Kronecker deltas are in
order. In the first line the spin flips are due to the fact that there is a convolution between the kernel M and σ.
The fifth and the sixth lines come from the gauge invariance of the four ϕ̂† that we will obtain in the commutator.
The seventh line follows from the relations among spins, implied by the dependence of the commutator on the group
elements h that are used for the gluing to the rest of the graph. Finally, the last line comes from the gluings determined
by the desired combinatorics of the new piece to be attached to the state.
Looking at the space of solutions of the equations implied by the Kronecker deltas, is it possible to show that
the only delta in the LHS that is left unmatched, the one involving the indices m5i and establishing the closure of
the “fluxes” of the vertex labeled with 5, is implied by the other deltas on the RHS. This implies that the desired
condition is that σ has to have nonzero (but otherwise arbitrary) components over all the representations (modulo
gauge invariance). If this restriction on σ is imposed, then, we can simply divide the equation by σm51 m52 m53 ,m54 and
get our solution for the kernel.
Notice that here m plays the role of what would be B ∈ su(2) if we were considering the nonabelian case. In fact,
the nonabelian equation can be obtained by the replacement mvi → Biv and with · → ⋆. Unfortunately, in the case of
the ⋆−product, there is no obvious counterpart of the division.
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If we keep working with SU(2), though, we can show that there is at least one special class of wave-functions σ that
c If we impose the (rather demanding) condition:
allows us to determine explicitly M.



σ̂(hv ), σ̂ (hw ) = ∆L (hv , hw ) ≡
†

Z

dγ

SU(2)

4
Y

δ(γh(v,i) h−1
(w,i) ),

(25)

i=1

where the left invariant delta function appears due to the symmetry properties of the operators (and again we used
the notation hv = (h(v,1) , h(v,2) , h(v,3) , h(v,4) )), one can see very easily that
Z
c
M = dhσ̂ † (h4 , h5 , h6 , h7 )σ̂ † (h7 , h3 , h8 , h9 )σ̂ † (h9 , h6 , h2 , h10 )σ̂ † (h10 , h8 , h5 , h1 )σ̂(h1 , h2 , h3 , h4 )
(26)

is a solution for our equation. We refer to the appendix A for the detailed discussion of the restriction on the
wave-function in terms of its components.
We should stress that this restriction on σ̂ should not be seen as a statement about the uniqueness of the solution
c Indeed, this is just a sufficient condition to have a refinement move operator, not a necessary
to our equation for M.
c which simply we cannot
one. As the abelian case has shown, it is likely that there are many more pairs of σ̂, M
present explicitly due to technical difficulties intrinsic in the nonabelian nature of SU(2) (or su(2)).
It is immediate to show that, for instance, the states presented in the previous subsection are related by a refinement
move
c |dipolei ∝ S 3 ,
M

as expected.
V.
A.

(27)

GRAPH-ENCODED TOPOLOGIES
Generalities of these graphical structures

A closed 4–colored graph B is a bipartite, 4–regular, edge–colored graph. In this context, edge–coloring has a precise
meaning: each edge of B is marked with a color drawn from the set {1, 2, 3, 4}, such that the four edges incident at
any given vertex are marked with distinct colors. A simple example is drawn in Figure 1.
1
2
3
4

FIG. 1. A very simple 4–colored graph.

A k–bubble of species {i1 , . . . , ik } is a maximal connected, k–colored subgraph C i1 ...ik ⊆ B, with color set
{i1 , . . . , ik } ⊆ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Thus, in the context of 4–colored graphs, there are 0–, 1–, 2–, 3–bubbles as well as a single 4–bubble (the graph
itself). These bubbles play respective topological role as vertices, edges, faces, three–dimensional cells and the manifold
itself. Moreover, the bubbles form a nested arrangement of structures within B: (k − 1)–bubbles are nested within
k–bubbles that are in turn nested within (k + 1)–bubbles and so on.

FIG. 2. A 3–colored graph and its 2–bubbles.

This presents an opportunity to comment on the manner in which 4–colored graphs encode 3–dimensional abstract
simplicial pseudo–manifolds. Without dwelling on the details, one constructs a 3d abstract simplicial complex from
the 4–colored graph by:
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– associating a (3 − k)–simplex to each k–bubble in B;
– in such a manner that the nested structure of the bubbles translates to a dual nested structure for the simplicial
cells.
One can show that such structures satisfy the triple of properties (pure, non–branching, strongly–connected) required
to constitute a pseudomanifold. In this work, interest concentrates on manifold structures, specifically 3–spheres,
3–balls and 3–shells.

Melons are central to a set of combinatorial moves on the graphs and will be used in Section VI below. A melon is
a graph of the form illustrated in Figure 3.
i

i

FIG. 3. A melon of species {i}.

Melonic moves come in two forms, creation and annihilation:
– The creation of a melon of species {i}, inserts such a melon along an edge of color {i} in B.
– The annihilation of a melon of species {i} removes the melon and reroutes the edge of color {i}. It corresponds
to a right–to–left passage in Figure 4.

i

i

i

FIG. 4. Dipole creation and annihilation.

While such moves are defined combinatorially, they are topology preserving in that two graphs differing by such a
subgraph encode pseudomanifolds that are homeomorphic.

VI.

MELONIC MOVES

In the previous section we defined graphical structures, (signed) 4-colored graphs, that encoded 3d (simplicial)
topologies, as well as a set of topology-preserving (dipole) moves. Fortunately, these are well-adapted to the operatorial
GFT approach and allow the construction of different types of refinement operators for greater control over the
corresponding topological structures.
Therefore, the storage of the topological properties of the dual triangulation requires the inclusion of such colouring
in the GFT field operators defined above. One can also interpret each color label as defining a different GFT field,
as we shall see. These additional data will allow a complete reconstruction of the dual simplicial complex determined
by a GFT state. This is particularly important for the problem we want to solve because the state has to correspond
to a triangulation with a specific topology and with a certain number of disconnected boundaries.

A.

Isolating the quanta

The building blocks of 4-colored graphs are 4-valent vertices carrying an additional discrete label, which has only two
values: B, W . This will be represented in our graphs by drawing vertices as black or white circles. Correspondingly,
the outgoing strands of each vertex will be numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 clockwise for black vertices and anticlockwise for white
ones. This number will correspond to the assignment of a specific colour to the corresponding strand. Graphically,
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we can depict the action of the color fields as
1

1

ϕ̂†W (g1 , g2 , g3 , g4 ) |0i =

2

ϕ̂†B (g1 , g2 , g3 , g4 ) |0i =

4 ,

4

3

2 .

(28)

3

With these conventions, graphs will be built by gluing vertices according to two rules: 1) vertices with the same
colour cannot be connected by an edge; 2) only strands with the same colour can be joined to form an edge.
The introduction of coloured graphs implies a (minimal) modification of the simple GFT models discussed previously
in this paper. The colouring of the vertices implies that the field operators are now doubles, with ϕ̂B,W , ϕ̂†B,W being
now a family of ladder operators for black and white vertices. The colouring of the strands implies that the group
variables representing the argument of the field operators carry implicitly an additional (discrete) label, the colour,
which is essentially the number of the slot of the field operator in which they appear. It is tempting to interpret
these new data geometrically. In particular, the additional B, W label might be ultimately connected to the extension
of GFT from the special case of SU(2) (that we consider in this paper) to the group P in(3), since the new labels
correspond to opposite orientations that can be assigned to the same simplicial structures. However, the elaboration
of a more precise statement is left for future work.
The commutator of the colored field operators reads
[ϕ̂t(v) (hv ), ϕ̂†t(w) (hw )] = δt(v),t(w)

Z

dγ

SU(2)

4
Y

δ(h(v,i) γh−1
(w,i) ) ,

(29)

i=1

with t(v) ∈ {B, W }. It is with respect to these operators that we define the Fock vacuum |0i, such that
ϕ̂B (gv ) |0i = ϕ̂W (gv ) |0i = 0 .

(30)

The new color B, W will be inherited by the redefined GFT field operator (14) encoding the vertex wave-function,
so that our basic building blocks are now represented by
Z
Z
†
(31)
dgv σ(hv gv ) ϕ̂†t(v) (gv ) ,
σ̂t(v) (hv ) = dgv σ(hv gv ) ϕ̂t(v) (gv ) ,
σ̂t(v) (hv ) =
SU(2)

satisfying the commutation relations
Z
h
i
†
σ̂t(v) (hv ), σ̂t(w)
(hw ) = δt(v),t(w) ∆L (hv , hw ) ≡ δt(v),t(w)

dγ

SU(2)

4
Y

δ(γh(v,i) h−1
(w,i) ) ,

(32)

i=1

encoding the left gauge invariance of the vertex wave-function (17).
B.

Closed graph-labelled operators

At last, we are in a position to construct GFT states with support on closed graphs. Generically, these take the
form:
Z
Y †
|ψB i = [dhv ]V JB {h(v,i) }E
σ̂t(v) (hv ) |0i ,
(33)
v∈V

where B is the graph that provided support for the state, V and E are its vertex and edge sets, JB is a graph-adapted
group kernel. By graph-adapted group kernel, we mean that JB associates group arguments pairwise – consider an
edge e of color i in B and say that its endpoints are the vertices v and v ′ , then the two group arguments h(v,i) and
h(v′ ,i) are paired in the kernel JB . In this instance, we shall pick a very simple kernel:
4
 Y
JB {h(v,i) }E =

Y

i=1 e=(vv ′ )∈Ei


δ h(v,i) , h(v′ ,i) ,

(34)
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where Ei is the set of edges of B of color i. Of course, we could pick something other than a δ-function. Comparing
our choice here with the generic wave-function laid out in Equation (5), one sees that:
Z
Z
Y

ψB {gv }V = [dhv ]V JB {h(v,i) }E
dkv σ t(v) (kv hv gv )
=

Z

v∈V

[dhv ]V JB {h(v,i) }E

Y

σ t(v) (hv gv ) .

(35)

v∈V

where kv ∈ SU(2) parameterises the projection to the gauge-invariant subdomain6 and we have expressed explicitly
the left gauge invariance of the vertex wave-function σt(v) (hv gv ).
It is also handy to define operatorial quantities with support on open graphs. An open 4-colored graph has interior
and exterior substructure B = Bint ∪ Bext . The state assigned to such a graph has the form:
Z

 Y †
ψB {h(v,i) }Eext = [dh(v,i) ]Eint JBint {h(v,i) }Eint
σ̂t(v) (hv ) |0i ,
(36)
v∈Vint

where:
4
 Y
JBint {h(v,i) }Eint =

Y

i=1 e=(vv ′ )∈Eint,i


δ h(v,i) , h(v′ ,i) .

(37)

Thus, the state assigned to such a graph will be parameterised also by the group elements associated to the exterior
edges.
A yet more subtle issue is the realization of graph manipulation in this operatorial context. This is imperative for
the refinement moves that we wish to utilize. There are two basic operations on a state, the action of σ̂t† and σ̂t . The
former effectively acts by multiplication, creating a vertex of the appropriate color. Meanwhile, the latter effectively
acts by derivation, annihilating each one of the existing vertices in turn to yield of series of states:
X
σ̂t(u) (hu ) |ψB i =
ψB\v (hu ) ,
(38)
v∈V
t(v)=t(u)

where B\v is the open graph obtained from B by cutting out the vertex v. This is the basic mechanism by which one
can manipulate GFT states.
We shall assume that the information about the GFT dynamics is captured by states with support on closed graphs.7
As a result, we consider only those manipulating operators that ultimately maps from closed graphs to closed graphs.
This entails that the class of relevant, normal ordered operators, can be catalogued8 by closed 4-colored graphs, a
choice of graph-adapted group kernel and a choice for each vertex whether to use a creation or annihilation operator.
In symbols, a generic operator on Fock space has the form:
Z
Y
 Y †
bA,I,C = [dhv ]V IA {h(v,i) }E
O
σ̂t(v) (hv )
σ̂t(v) (hv ) ,
(39)
v∈V
c(v)=1

v∈V
c(v)=−1

where A is a closed 4-colored graph, IB is the graph-adapted group kernel and C = {c(v) : v ∈ V}, where c(v) = 1
associates a creation operator to v and the c(v) = −1 associates an annihilation operator to v. In this instance, we
shall again choose a very simple kernel for these operators:
4
 Y
IA {h(v,i) }E =

Y

i=1 e=(vv ′ )∈Ei

6
7

8


δ h(v,i) , h(v′ ,i) .

(40)


To be clear: σt(v) (kv hv gv ) = σ t(v) kv h(v,1) g(v,1) , kv h(v,2) g(v,2) , kv h(v,3) g(v,3) , kv h(v,4) g(v,4) .
This assumption is well motivated. While the current level of knowledge about the GFT dynamics does not permit one to state
definitively that closed graphs capture exclusively the non-trivial GFT information, one would expect that states based on open 4colored graphs are generically annihilated by the GFT dynamics, except when their exterior edge group arguments accidentally coincide
to effectively close the graph. This stems from the fact that open graphs are not gauge-invariant.
This cataloguing is unique up to graph automorphism in the following sense. If the graph-adapted group kernel is invariant under the
action of a graph automorphism, then configurations related by that automorphism give rise to the same operator.
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The action of such an operator on a state yields:
bA,I,C |ψB i =
O

X

ψ(A\V − )#γ (B\γ(V − ))

(41)

γ

where V − = {v ∈ VA : c(v) = −1} and γ : V − → VB such that γ(t(v)) = t(v). In other words, γ maps the vertices
in V − ⊂ VA to a subset of vertices γ(V − ) ∈ VB preserving the species ({B,W}) of the vertex. The term #γ denotes
that the open edges in A created by the excision of v ∈ V − are glued to the open edges in B created by the excision
of γ(v) ∈ γ(V − ).
For example, consider the number operator
#
" 4
Z
Y
†
b
b
δ(h(v,i) , h(v′ ,i) ) σ̂t(v)
(hv ) σ̂t(v) (hv′ )
Nt = OA1 ,I,{1,−1} = dhv dhv′
=

Z

i=1

†
dhv σ̂t(v)
(hv ) σ̂t(v) (hv ) ,

(42)

where A1 is the supermelon graph in FIG. 1.
Using these tools one can easily build graphs that are dual to the desired topology. The general strategy is the
same as in the case of simplicial moves. We start from a state, playing the role of a seed; then, we will act with an
operator that realize a very simple move that changes the triangulation leaving fixed the topology. In this way we
will be able to grow in an arbitrary way a large subclass of all the possible triangulations compatible with the given
topology. Let us now provide some examples of this construction.
VII.

3-SPHERE

The first example is also the simplest closed topology one can consider, but of direct use in (quantum) cosmology
applications.
A.

Seed state

A state associated to a simple triangulation of the 3-sphere can be built from the (dual) graph represented in FIG.
5 as:
Z
†
†
3
(g1 , g2 , g3 , g4 )σ̂B† (g1′ , g2′ , g3′ , g4 )σ̂W
(g1′ , g2′ , g3′ , g4′′ )σ̂B† (g1 , g2 , g3 , g4′′ ) |0i .
(43)
S = (dg)8 σ̂W
3

2
1

3
2
1
4’’

1’
2’

4’’
1’
2’
3’

4
4
3’

FIG. 5. Two nested melons representing the dual graph to a possible triangulation of a 3-sphere.

B.

Refinement

The state (43) can be used as a seed to generate more and more refined triangulations of the 3-sphere by repeated
action of a single refinement operator. The general idea is to replace a vertex of the original triangulation with a
group of vertices such that the topology is kept fixed, in a way that closely follows the Pachner moves.
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The simplest melon, built with two nodes, will not do the job, as it would result into the replacement of one vertex
with another copy of the same vertex. Therefore, the simplest move involves at least two nested melons, as in FIG.
5, and we need to consider again the operator entering the definition of our seed state (43). However, we now replace
one of the creation operators in (43) with an annihilation operator for the field with opposite color. For instance, a
second quantized operator which act on the states and change them with the desired moves can be written as
cW ≡ M(W
c
M
→ W BW )
Z
†
†
= (dg)8 σ̂W
(g1 , g2 , g3 , g4 )σ̂B† (g1′ , g2′ , g3′ , g4 )σ̂W
(g1′ , g2′ , g3′ , g4′′ )σ̂W (g1 , g2 , g3 , g4′′ ) ;

(44)

such operator replaces one white vertex with three vertices, two white and one black, in such a way that the legs
that were glued to the original white vertex are now glued to the two new white vertices. Using the algebra of ladder
operators, this can be seen from the commutator:
Z
cW , σ̂ † (h1 , h2 , h3 , h4 )] = 2 (dg)4 σ̂ † (h1 , h2 , h3 , g4 )σ̂ † (g ′ , g ′ , g ′ , g4 )σ̂ † (g ′ , g ′ , g ′ , h4 ).
[M
(45)
W
W
B
1 2 3
W
1 2 3

Graphically, we have

1

1

cW :
M

4’’
2

→

3

4

4

2

1’
2’
3’

1’
2’
3’

4’’

.

(46)

3

Notice that, as the states are constructed with strings of creation operators acting on the Fock vacuum, the move is
cW , σ̂B† ] = 0.
inactive on black vertices, as [M
Due to the symmetry of the melonic graph at hand, we can build only two moves, one acting on the white vertices
†
and another on the black ones (obtained with an analogous construction where instead we replace one of the σ̂W
in
(43) with σ̂B ). More complicated graphs might result into a larger set of them. However, it is natural to expect that
at least some, if not all, of them will be simply reducible to the action of compositions of these basic moves.
VIII.

SPHERICAL SHELL

The next example is more involved (thus, also more interesting) due to the presence of boundaries, which require
special care. It will be also the basic topological building block for constructing more intricate topologies as well as
states associated to less symmetric quantum geometries.
Indeed, the construction of the previous section can be immediately generalised to cases in which the symmetry
group is not acting transitively on the manifold, but it is instead defining a foliation of the manifold into homogeneous
orbits. This is the case, for instance, of spherically symmetric geometries, as we will discuss again briefly in the
concluding section.
The leaves of such foliations will correspond to triangulations of spherical shells (thus fixing the topology to be
S 2 × [0, 1] ), with geometric data assigned in such a way to have an isometry group which is SO(3).
A.

General properties

As a first step, we concentrate on a single 3-shell here. The shell will be generated by acting with a suitable
refinement operator upon an appropriately designed seed state, which will be obtained from the simplest triangulation
of a shell with two boundaries (‘internal’ and ‘external’). As for the case of the 3-sphere then, the action of an arbitrary
number of refinement moves will generate (dynamically) larger and larger triangulations of the shell.
While the assignment of the geometric data to the vertices is done through the wave-functions attached to the
vertices of the graph (through the construction of suitable field operators encoding them directly as we have seen in
the previous section), the topology of the state is controlled by the topology of the graph. The problem we need to
address is to generate arbitrary triangulations of the spherical shell.
The general methods discussed so far are able to completely control the topology of the triangulation dual to a
graph. They are still not enough, for our purposes. Indeed, as one can easily see from Fig. 6 corresponding, in
four dimensions, to the simplest triangulation of a spherical shell with two boundaries, we can associate to each
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3
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1

1

FIG. 6. Three nested melons with open edges can be shown to be dual to a shell with two simple spherical boundaries,
triangulated with two triangles each.

boundary the colour of the links dual to it. However, because of the particular structure of the graphs, the colours
of the boundary links will appear also in the bulk of the shell. While there is nothing wrong with this, in general,
when computing the action of certain geometric operators (see Section X) we would like to be able to distinguish the
contributions of the links connecting different shells from links within a single shell. This is due to the fact that the
kind of operators that we are interested in will be one-body operators, acting on each graph on each single vertex,
and hence unable to detect the global properties of the graph the vertex belongs to. This requires more data than
the colours alone.
On top of the standard colouring, we then need to associate an additional label to each vertex, which will tell us
whether the vertex is adjacent to a boundary or not. We take this new label s to take values s = +, 0, −.
One option is to attach this new label to the field operators themselves, defining the operators ϕ̂†B+ , ϕ̂†W + which
create respectively black and white vertices with an open link belonging to one of the external boundaries of the
shell. Analogously, the operators ϕ̂†B− , ϕ̂†W − create black and white vertices with an open link belonging to the other
boundary. Finally, the operators ϕ̂†B0 , ϕ̂†W 0 create internal vertices with no open links. In the graphic representation
(28), the associated values of the new label s are to be added at each vertex.
This procedure, while convenient, is however rather unsatisfactory from the point of view of the microscopic theory
we are starting from. Indeed, these labels are significant only for particular states, as they are used to identify
special loci within a special class of graphs. Therefore instead of introducing this additional label on the fundamental
operators (which are still carrying a B/W label), we move it on the wave-functions σ.
While this changes little at the level of the computations, from a conceptual point of view this is much more
satisfactory as the σ̂’s are the operators that are adapted to the special class of states. Therefore, there is no problem
for them to carry additional structure that refers precisely to those states. Consequently, the field operators to be
used in the construction of our states can be written as
Z
σ̂ts (gi ) = dhI σs (g1 h1 , g2 h2 , g3 h3 , g4 h4 )ϕ̂t (h1 , h2 , h3 , h4 ) ,
(47)

with t = B, W, s = +, 0, −. This definition, now, requires that the wave-functions σs are orthogonal under convolution
even if they have a different label s9 .
B.

Seed state

We are now ready to construct the seed state for a shell corresponding to the graph depicted in FIG. 6. By
arbitrarily choosing the internal boundary as corresponding to the open links 1 and the external boundary to the
open links 4, we have
Z
†
†
′
†
′′ ′
′′′ ′′
|τ i = (dg)10 σ̂B−
(e, g2 , g3 , g4 )σ̂W
− (e, g2 , g3 , g4 )σ̂B0 (g1 , g2 , g3 , g4 )
†
†
†
σ̂W
(g1′′ , g2 , g3′′ , g4′′ )σ̂B+
(g1′′′′ , g2′′′′ , g3′′ , e)σ̂W
(g1′′′′ , g2′′′′ , g3′′′ , e) |0i .
0
+

9

(48)

This additional label, at this stage, is introduced by hand. It has to be understood as a shorthand notation for the result of an operation
of identification of the desired region of the graph in terms of global properties. In particular, it may stand for the procedure that
would consist, in LQG, in the identification of a surface with its implicit equation and then in the selection of those links of the graph
intersecting it.
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This state corresponds to a single shell, with two boundaries which, eventually, can be glued to the boundaries
of other shells. A tedious calculation shows that indeed the state τ has a wave-function obtained with the desired
pattern of convolutions.
C.

Refinement

The state (48) can be used to define states on more general triangulations. In analogy to the 3-sphere case, this can
be achieved by defining a class of moves that can be used to manipulate the states, translating a set of corresponding
manipulations of their associated graphs. Again, in replacing a vertex of the original triangulation with a set of new
vertices the topology has to be left unchanged.
There are many possible choices, of course. Here we consider just a minimal set of moves that are at our disposal
and that can act on the desired states. The proof of the general properties of these moves (for instance, whether they
act transitively on the space of graphs with the same topology, i.e. if they are able to connect any pair of triangulations
of the same shell) is left for future work, as it is not very relevant for the case at hand.
The structure of the graphs used so far implies that there will be (at least) three classes of refinement moves:
1. refinement of the bulk (vertices with label 0);
2. refinement of the boundary ‘+’;
3. refinement of the boundary ‘−’.
While we are mainly interested in the refinement of the boundaries (corresponding to two dimensional spheres triangulated with more and more triangles), we consider also the bulk vertices, for completeness.
The construction of the refinement move, for all of these cases, follow the same logic. The idea is to attach to the
initial graph Γ0 another portion obtained by a different graph Γadd . This will be done by deleting from both graphs
a vertex, Γ0\v and Γadd\v , and by gluing the resulting graphs along the new open edges, Γ1 = Γ0\v #v,v′ Γadd\v′ , so
that the colouring rules are respected and the topology is left unchanged.
1.

Bulk vertices

To refine the triangulation in the bulk, it suffices to consider the move that removes a bulk vertex and replaces it
with the graph obtained removing one vertex from a graph dual to the triangulation of the three sphere.
In our case, then, we can use melonic graphs, associated to vertices of colour zero only. In this way, the topology
of the graphs is left unchanged. The vertices with colours ± would necessary introduce new boundary components,
possibly disconnected from the previous ones. For this reason we shall not consider mixed configurations.
The construction of the refinement move for the bulk vertices follows exactly the one already described in the case
of the 3-sphere. Hence, we give immediately the expression for the operator performing the refinement move replacing
one white vertex with two white and one black ones, namely
cW 0 ≡ M
c0 (W → W BW )
M
Z
†
†
†
(g1′ , g2′ , g3′ , g4′′ )σ̂W 0 (g1 , g2 , g3 , g4′′ )
= (dg)8 σ̂W
(g1 , g2 , g3 , g4 )σ̂B0
(g1′ , g2′ , g3′ , g4 )σ̂W
0
0

(49)

Again, the refinement move follows from the commutator:
cW 0 , σ̂ † (h1 , h2 , h3 , h4 )]
[M
Z W0
†
†
†
(g1′ , g2′ , g3′ , h4 ) ,
= 2 (dg)4 σ̂W
(h1 , h2 , h3 , g4 )σ̂B0
(g1′ , g2′ , g3′ , g4 )σ̂W
0
0

(50)

which graphically can be represented as

1

1

cW 0 :
M

4’’
2
3

→

4
2

4

1’
2’
3’

1’
2’
3’

3

cB0 ≡ M
c0 (B → BW B) can be immediately derived.
The analogous expression for M

4’’

.

(51)
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FIG. 7. The graph created by the move (54) (left) and (55) (right). Notice that, besides the legs of color 1 associated to the
refinement of the boundary, the three open legs are used for the gluing with the original graph.

2.

Boundary vertices

The construction of the refinement moves for the boundary vertices follows the same path. The move will be
constructed out of an operator associated to a triangulation of a ball. The simplest melonic graph (with open edges
of colour 1) dual to a ball can be easily seen to be:
Z
D± = dg2 dg3 dg4 dg4′ dg2′′ dg3′′
†
†
†
†
σ̂W
± (e, g2 , g3 , g4 )σ̂B± (e, g2 , g3 , g4′ )σ̂W ± (e, g2′′ , g3′′ , g4′ )σ̂B± (e, g2′′ , g3′′ , g4 ) ,

(52)

which we can graphically depict as

1’’’

1’’
2’’
3’’

2’’
3’’

4

4’

1’
4’

1
2
3

2
(53)

3
4.

A similar operator can be built for any other choice of colour for the boundary edges.
It can be seen that the moves generating the refinement of the given boundary will be obtained by deletion of one
of the creation operators and with the replacement with an annihilation operator of the opposite vertex colour.
The refinement involving the minimum number of vertices is generated, then, by two possible kinds of 1-3 move.
More precisely, given for instance the boundary − with color 1 of the shell, the refinement action of the corresponding
operators consists into the replacement of a single black vertex with 3 new vertices organized as in FIG. 7. By labeling
the two move operators with the link colors forming the dipole in the associated graphs and adopting the normal
ordering, they read
Z
23
c
M1,− ≡ dk1 dk2 dk3 dk4 dh4′ dh2′ dh3′
†
†
†
(e, h2′ , h3′ , k4 )σ̂B− (k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 )
(e, h2′ , h3′ , h4′ )σ̂B−
σ̂B−
(e, k2 , k3 , h4′ )σ̂W
−

(54)

and
c43
M
1,− ≡

Z

dk1 dk2 dk3 dk4 dh4′ dh2′ dh3′
†
†
†
(e, h2′ , k3 , k4 )σ̂B− (e, k2 , k3 , k4 ).
(e, h2′ , h3′ , h4′ )σ̂B−
σ̂B−
(e, k2 , h3′ , h4′ )σ̂W
−

(55)

These operators preserve the topology of the graph and their explicit action can be deduced, as before, by inspection
of the commutator:
†
c23
[M
1,− , σ̂B− (g1 , g2 , g3 , g4 )] =
Z
†
†
†
′
′
′
′
′
(e, k2 , k3 , h4′ )σ̂W
dk1 dk2 dk3 dk4 dh4′ dh2′ dh3′ σ̂B−
− (e, h2 , h3 , h4 )σ̂B− (e, h2 , h3 , k4 ) ×

†
[σ̂B− (k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 ), σ̂B−
(g1 , g2 , g3 , g4 )] =
Z
†
†
†
′
′
′
′
′
(e, g2 , g3 , h4′ )σ̂W
dh4′ dh2′ dh3′ σ̂B−
− (e, h2 , h3 , h4 )σ̂B− (e, h2 , h3 , g4 )

(56)
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and similarly for the operator (55). Therefore, when acting with the operator on a given state, it will replace each
vertex of the original state with a new subgraph, made with three vertices, having three new open edges, while
preserving the gluing
Analogous operators can be constructed to refine the + boundary formed by open links with color 4 in FIG. 6. It
c12 , M
c32 . Extension to the case in which the
is easy to see that in this case the two operators would be labeled M
4,+
4,+
boundaries − and/or + have a different color is immediate. Notice that for these simple refinement moves, in order
to reproduce the four external links belonging to the original vertex in the right combinatorial order to be glued back
to the rest of the graph, all the newly created radial links need to have the same color as the original one; in this way,
possible ambiguities resulting from links of different color forming the (refined) boundary are avoided.
An important observation is that the sum of the fluxes Xs along the four open links with color 1 in (53) vanishes.
This can be shown by using the gauge invariance (1) at each node and the requirement that the parallel transported
fluxes along common links between two nodes v, v ′ to the same point (like, for instance, the middle of the link) satisfy
Xe (v) = −Xe (v ′ ), where e is the color associated to the given common link. Such condition guarantees that the
faces belonging to the tetrahedra v, v ′ and dual to the common link can be correctly glued together so to allow to
consistently reconstruct a given triangulation from the dual graph; this relation between the parallel transported fluxes
can be seen to amount to requiring the rotation of a flux induced by the group element associated to the corresponding
link to be on the plane orthogonal to the flux itself. Then, the vanishing of the gravitational flux through the given
boundary (in this case of color 1) can be written as
X1 + X1′ + X1′′ + X1′′′ = 0 .

(57)

In particular, this implies that the refinement moves (54), (55) do not modify the total flux through the boundaries
since
X1 = X1′ + X1′′ + X1′′′ ,

(58)

where X1 is the flux along the initial link with color 1 in the boundary and X1′ , X1′′ , X1′′′ the fluxes along the three
new links, still with color 1, created in the refinement.
This minimal set of moves, needed to elucidate the main idea, has to be applied in all the possible ways to the seed
triangulation encoded in the initial state (48). Repeated action of these operators leads to the growth of the seed
state into states associated to finer and finer triangulations. In particular, the (not normalized) state


ctot = M
c23
c43
c12
c32
c
c
ctot |τ i ,
M
(59)
exp M
1,− + M1,− + M4,+ + M4,+ + MW 0 + MB0

does represent a superposition of condensed vertices glued to form a single spherically symmetric shell in all the
possible ways compatible with the action of the set of basic moves that we have described above. It is a particular
choice that keeps to a minimum the additional parameters controlling the state, essentially fixing the coefficients
of the linear combination of different triangulations appearing in its decomposition into the components with fixed
number of particles. Other choices are certainly possible.
The inclusion of a larger set of moves, once they have been constructed and classified, will be straightforward.
We emphasise again that all the moves involve field operators that are associated to the same wave-function.
Therefore, the total state is still controlled by the single vertex wave-functions associated to the original state |Ωi
that we are starting from. No additional parameters are added, and the state can still be seen as a condensate of spin
network vertices.
We also stress that, given the definitions above, the state does not single out any preferred triangulation. In
particular, given that it can be decomposed in terms of states with an arbitrarily large number of vertices, it might
be interpreted as defining a kinematical continuum limit for quantum geometries.

3.

The ball

A particular example of shell is given by a 3-ball obtained from the graph in FIG. 6 by gluing together the two
open links forming one of the two boundaries, while keeping the other two open. For instance, if we glue the two link
of color 1 together, the seed state for the 3-ball can be written as
Z
†
3
†
†
′′′ , g4′′ )
′
′′
′
B = (dg)11 σ̂B0
(g1 , g2 , g3 , g4 )σ̂W
0 (g1 , g2 , g3 , g4 )σ̂B0 (g1 , g2 , g3
†
†
†
(g1′′′′ , g2′′′′ , g3′′′ , e) |0i ,
(g1′′′′ , g2′′′′ , g3′′ , e)σ̂W
σ̂W
(g1′′ , g2 , g3′′ , g4′′ )σ̂B+
+
0

(60)

23
where we have replaced the label − with 0 for the two field operators which no longer belong to boundary.
cW 0 in (49) and its analog
The refinement then proceeds like in the general case of the shell, with the operator M
12
32
c
c
c
MB0 for the bulk vertices and the operators M4,+ , M4,+ for the vertices in the only boundary left.
IX.

STATES AND EXPECTATION VALUES

Having defined the context and the technical tools required, we can then start to explore the space of states that
can be generated in this way. The most general states that we can build combining the ideas introduced so far are of
the form
c |seedi
|ΨF i = F (M)

(61)

A(gv , gw ) ≡ (gv |Â|gw )

(62)

and are parametrised by the function F and the wave-function σ. While the kind of graphs that are generated is
encoded essentially in the seed and in the structure of the refinement move, the function F has the role of specifying
which kind of superposition of graphs is contained in the state, and the coefficient of the linear combination, as
determined by the coefficients of the Taylor series of F . For the sake of simplicity, and in analogy with coherent
states, we can restrict the function F to be of exponential form. In general, the choice of the function F can be
motivated either on the basis of simplicity or in terms of some physical arguments, e.g like the maximum entropy
argument spelled out in [21].
cn , when acting on a given state, does not generate a single state associated to a
Notice that a single monomial M
given graph, but rather a superposition of states, each of which labeled by one of the graphs obtained acting with a
particular sequence of refinement moves, in all the possible ways.
We now address two interesting points: normalisation of the states and expectation values of one-body operators.
If we work with the restriction (25), it is straightforward to realize that the seed states and all the ones generated
from them via refinement moves are not normalisable. However, they are not dissimilar from the ones representing
eigenstates of the holonomy operators. Indeed, if one considers the effects of (25) on the definition of σ̂, one sees
that, apart from the insertion of arbitrary phase factors which are not determined by the commutation relation, the
operator is the mirror image of ϕ̂, in a Peter–Weyl decomposition, with an exchange of left and right indices.
Consequently, one can expect that they can be seen as limit of sequences of normalisable states. The computation
of generic expectation values, then, should proceed with a suitable regularization of the expression, followed by the
appropriate limit. This is implicitly assumed in what follows.
Much can be learned, even neglecting this issue, from the inspection of matrix elements of simple observables
represented by one body operators10.
Given a “first-quantized” observable A, as it might be defined in an LQG-like context (e.g. the volume operator,
the flux dual to an edge, etc.), we represent its matrix elements with a kernel:

We then promote it to a second quantized operator in the familiar way [22]:
Z
b
A ≡ dgv dgw A(gv , gw )ϕ̂† (gv )ϕ̂(gw ).

We first consider the particular class of one body operators for which σ is an eigenfunction
Z
(A ⊲ σ)(g) = dgw A(gv , gw )σ(gw ) = aσ σ(g),

For these states:

10

Z
†
b
[A, σ̂ (ht )] = dgv dgw dgu A(gv , gw )σ(ht gu )[ϕ̂† (gv )ϕ̂(gw ), ϕ̂† (gu )] =
Z
Z
dgv dgw dgu A(gv , gw )σ(ht gw )ϕ̂† (gv ) = dgv (A ⊲ Tht ⊲ σ) (gv )ϕ̂† (gv )

(63)

(64)

(65)
(66)

As we have already mentioned, the analysis of observables associated to a larger number of particles presents additional interpretational
challenges which obscure the significance of the mathematical results. We will ignore them, in this paper, as they play no role in what
we want to say.
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where Tht is the left translation on the group by the group elements ht .
If we restrict the attention to the operators such that [A, Th ] = 0, then:
b σ̂ † (h)] = aσ σ̂ † (h)
[A,

(67)

b = aσ hN
bi
hAi

(68)

and, as a consequence, the expectation value of the one body operator on the glued state is simply

for any pattern of gluings.
In general, however, [A, Th ] 6= 0 and the computation of expectation values requires an extended discussion. Define
for short
Z
†
†
b
α̂ (h) = [A, σ̂ (h)] = dgv (A ⊲ Th ⊲ σ) (gv )ϕ̂† (gv )
(69)
and consider the expectation values for a fixed graph
hΓ, σ| Ab |Γ, σi =

X

v∈Γ

hΓ, σ|

Z

†

dhα̂ (h) |Γ \ v, h, σi



.

(70)

As the action of the operator Â changes the wave-function in a noncontrolled way, we seem to be at a dead end. Notice,
however, that as the states are completely symmetrized (an aspect of the refinement procedure we implemented), the
expectation value scales with the number of vertices N :
Z

Z

X
hΓ, σ|
dhα̂† (h) |Γ \ v, h, σi = N (Γ) hΓ, σ|
dhα̂† (h) |Γ \ v, h, σi = N (Γ)a(Γ) ,
(71)
v∈Γ

where with a(Γ) we denote a quantity that is intensive, and not extensive, which might differ from aσ due to the
appearance of the connectivity in the definition of the state.
c |seedi will be built
Let us examine this point in greater detail. A state belonging to the linear combination F (M)
with the convolution of a connectivity kernel JΓ and the field operators:
Z
|Γn i = dh JΓ (h1 , . . . , hn )σ̂ † (h1 ) · · · σ̂ † (hn ) |0i .
(72)
This JΓ is made by a number of Dirac deltas, identifying the pairs of group elements that are used to form a link
via a convolution. As our fields are all identical, the kernel is completely symmetrized. In a case in which additional
labels are present (e.g. matter fields, other colours), this might not be the case, and the kernel will be completely
simmetrized only in those slots referring to the same labels.
Consider now the matrix element
Z
b
hΓn | A |Γn i = dhdh′ dgv dgw JΓ (h1 , . . . , hn )JΓ (h′1 , . . . , h′n )A(gv , gw )×



h0| σ̂(h′1 ) . . . σ̂(h′n ), ϕ̂† (gv ) ϕ̂(gw ), σ̂ † (h1 ) . . . σ̂ † (hn ) |0i
Z
= n2 dhdh′ dgv dgw JΓ (h1 , . . . , hn )JΓ (h′1 , . . . , h′n )X(gv , gw )σ(h′1 gv )σ(h1 gw )
× h0| σ̂(h′2 ) . . . σ̂(h′n )σ̂ † (h2 ) . . . σ̂ † (hn ) |0i .

Keeping in mind the Wick’s theorem, we count (n − 1)! possible contractions, and we obtain as a consequence:
Z
(73)
hΓn |Ab |Γn i = n · n! dhdh′ dgv dgw JΓ (h1 , h2 , . . . , hn )JΓ (h′1 , h2 , . . . , hn )A(gv , gw )σ(h′1 gv )σ(h1 gw );
we can further massage this expression, with the following definition:
Z
dh2 . . . dhn JΓ (k1 , h2 , . . . , hn )JΓ (k1′ , h2 , . . . , hn )
Z
′
= CΓ (k1 , k1 ) dh1 . . . dhn JΓ (h1 , h2 , . . . , hn )JΓ (h1 , h2 , . . . , hn )

(74)
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which leads to
Z
hΓn | Ab |Γn i
= n dh1 dh′1 dgv dgw CΓ (h1 , h′1 )A(gv , gw )σ(h′1 gv )σ(h1 gw ) .
hΓn |Γn i

(75)

This is yet another way to show that, in principle, the connectivity of the graph influences the expectation values of
a one body operator.
However, if the graph is obtained starting from a carefully chosen initial state by carefully designed refinement
moves (which is the case for the constructions presented in Sections IV, VII and VIII), this kernel CΓ can be made
independent from Γ, and in fact can be taken to be δ(h1 , h′1 ).
This can be seen as follows: the result of the integrations with the δs encoding the graph structure, apart from
possibly diverging coefficients, has the form, for each possible pairing of operators:
Z
(76)
∆L (hv1 , πkv1 )σ(hv1 gv )A(gv , gw )σ(kv1 gw )dhdg...
where π is a permutation of the legs of the vertex that depends on the pairing. If one adds colours, it is immediate
to see that π has to be the identity. However, in the case in which σ̂(πg) = σ̂(g)
∀π (a condition that seems to be
implicit if (25) holds) one sees that the permutation π can be trivialized.
Therefore, in this case, the expression is common to all the terms in the sum, and
Z
b = hN
b i dhdgv dgw σ(hv gv )A(gv , gw )σ(hv gw ),
(77)
hAi

which is the expected result, highlighting not only the extensive nature of the one body operator, but also the impact
of the gluing.
The expression so obtained is very general. Even if restricted to one-body operators, it already covers most
observables that are useful in a (quantum) cosmological context [20]. As an example of a useful operator, let us now
compute the expectation value of the number operator (the simplest one-body operator) for one of the homogenous
states constructed above, namely an arbitrarily refined 3-sphere
c

c

|SR3 i = eMW +MB |S 3 i ,

(78)

3

where the 3-sphere seed state |S i is given in (43), the refinement operators by (46) (and its analog for a black vertex).
A similar calculation applies to the simplicial case and to the other topologies presented above.
4.

Number Operator

In the case of a 3-sphere state constructed out of melonic graphs, the number operator for both black and white
vertices is defined by
Z

b =N
bB + N
bW = d4 g ϕ̂† (gI )ϕ̂B (gI ) + ϕ̂† (gI )ϕ̂W (gI ) .
N
(79)
B
W
b acts diagonally on a given vertex state, namely
It is immediate to see that N

bB σ̂ † (hI )|0i = [N
bB , σ̂ † (hI )]|0i
N
B
B
Z
Z
4
†
= d g ϕ̂B (gI ) d4 k σ(hI kI )[ϕ̂B (gI ), ϕ̂†B (kI )]|0i
=
=

Z

Z

d4 g ϕ̂†B (gI )
d4 g

Z

Z

d4 k

Z

dγ σ(hI kI )

4
Y

δ(gI γkI−1 )|0i

I=1

dγ σ(hI gI γ)ϕ̂†B (gI )|0i

= σ̂B† (hI )|0i ,

(80)

where we used the canonical commutation relations (29) and the gauge invariance of the wave-function; a similar
calculation shows
bW σ̂ † (hI )|0i = σ̂ † (hI )|0i
N
(81)
W
W
†
†
b
b
NB σ̂W (hI )|0i = 0 = NW σ̂B (hI )|0i .
(82)
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We can now compute the expectation value
c† +M
c† b
cW +M
cB
b |S 3 i = hS 3 |eM
b M
W
B (N
|S 3 i
hSR3 |N
W + NB )e
R

c
cW M
c† c† b M
c
cW M
c† c† b
M
e B |S 3 i ,
e B |S 3 i + hS 3 |eMB eMW N
= hS 3 |eMB eMW N
Be
We

(83)

cW , M
cB , as it can easily be
where in the last passage we used the commutativity of the two refinement operators M
seen by the action of the second operator on one of the new vertices created by the action of the first (the action on
different vertices of the original graph commutes trivially). Let us now concentrate on the first of the two terms in
the last line on (83), since the second expectation value gives exactly the same result due to the same number of new
black and white vertices created by any of the two refinement operators at each step (and the symmetry in black and
white vertices of the seed state, of course). Let us start by computing
c
cW M
bW
bW eM
e B |S 3 i = N
N

bW
=N
=

∞
X

nW ,nB
∞
X

nW ,nB

∞
X

nW ,nB

1 1 c nW c nB 3
(MW ) (MB ) |S i
n
! nB !
=0 W
(nW + nB + 1)!
nW !nB !
=0

(nW + nB + 2)!
nW !nB !
=0

◦ ···

◦

• ···

•

| {z }

nW +nB +2
◦ ···

◦

• ···

•

,

| {z }

nW +nB +2

where the state in the last two lines represents a refined 3-sphere containing nW + nB + 2 black and white vertices. If
c†W , M
c†B on such state to remove vertices according to the inverse
we now act with the adjoint refinement operators M
of the move depicted in (46) (and its analog for a black vertex refinement), we obtain the expectation value
bW |S 3 i =
hSR3 |N
R

∞
X

nW ,nB =0

nW +n
XB +1

δn′B ,nW +nB +1−n′W

n′W =0

1
nW !nB !n′W !n′B !

2
(nW + nB + 1 − n′W )!
(nW + nB + 2 − n′W )!
′
′
(nW + nB + 2 − nW − nB )! (nW + nB + 1 − n′W − n′B )!
2

(nW + nB + 1)!
(nW + nB + 2)!
×
(nW + nB + 2 − n′W )! (nW + nB + 1 − n′W )!
×



× (nW + nB + 2)!
=

∞
X

nW ,nB =0

◦

◦

•

•

nW +n
XB +1
n′W =0

× (nW + nB + 2)!

[(nW + nB + 2)!]2 (nW + nB + 1)!
nW !nB !n′W !(nW + nB + 1 − n′W )!

◦

◦

•

•

bB |S 3 i. The norm of the dipole state
and the same expression is obtained for hSR3 |N
R
◦

◦

•

•

=

=

Z

Z

(84)
◦
•

is given by

†
d4 gd4 hh0|σ̂W (hI )σ̂B (hI )σ̂W
(gI )σ̂B† (gI )|0i

d4 gd4 hd4 kd4 k ′ d4 k̃d4 k̃ ′ σ(hI kI ) σ(hI kI′ )σ(gI k̃I )σ(gI k̃I′ )

× h0|[ϕ̂W (kI ), ϕ̂†W (k̃I )][ϕ̂B (kI′ ), ϕ̂†B (k̃I′ )]|0i
Z
= d4 gd4 hd4 kd4 k ′ σ(hI kI ) σ(hI kI′ )σ(gI kI )σ(gI kI′ ) ,

(85)

where in the last passage we used the commutation relations (29) and the wave-function gauge invariance (16). For
the special class of wave-function σ found in Appendix A such that eq. (32) is satisfied, the expression above for
the norm of the dipole state is not normalizable (see also the discussion at the beginning of the previous section).
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b |S 3 i/hS 3 |S 3 i is well defined and grows linearly
However, it can be seen that the normalized expectation value hSR3 |N
R
R
R
11
in nW + nB .
X.

GEOMETRIC DATA FOR SPHERICAL SHELLS

In order to extract the geometric information out of the states that we have designed, we need to translate into
the appropriate second quantised form the geometric operators of LQG. To keep the discussion concrete, we consider,
for the moment, just the flux and area operators. Indeed, with these operators we can reconstruct the part of the
intrinsic geometry of the shell related to the area of the boundaries, i.e. , in the case of closed graphs, the function
R2 (r).
From the very construction of the states as condensed states, we can argue that they are indeed associated to
spherically symmetric geometries, as the geometry itself, stored by the wave-functions associated to the vertices, is
the same at each vertex (and this fact is preserved by the refinement). Therefore, our shells are homogeneous in the
angular directions.
The only thing that has to be explicitly checked is that the surfaces bounding the shells are indeed closed surfaces.
In order to do so, we need to check that the fluxes associated to the radial links add up to zero.
It is immediate to give a local definition of the second quantised version of the flux operator, acting on each single
vertex and computed on a face dual to the J−th link:
Z
Z
i
4 †
i
(86)
ÊJ,cs ≡ (dg) ϕ̂cs (gI )EJ ⊲ ϕ̂cs (gI ) = (dg)4 EJi ⊲ ϕ̂†cs (gI )ϕ̂cs (gI )
where we used the definition
EJi ⊲ f (gI ) := lim i
ǫ→0

i
d
f (g1 , . . . , e−iǫτ gJ , . . . , g4 )
dǫ

(87)

and the fact that this operator is Hermitian on L2 (G).
It is immediate to compute the action on the states that we are interested in, once we compute the commutator:
Z
h
i


†
ÊiJ,cs , σ̂c†′ s′ (hI ) = δcc′ δss′ (dg 4 ) ϕ̂†cs (gI )EJi ⊲ ϕ̂cs (gI ), σ̂cs
(hI )
Z
Z


= δcc′ δss′ (dg 4 ) (dk)4 σ(hI kI ) ϕ̂†cs (gI )EJi ⊲ ϕ̂cs (gI ), ϕ̂†cs (kI )
=δ

cc′

δ

ss′

= δcc′ δss′

Z

Z

4

(dg)

4

(dg)

Z

4

(dk)

Egi J

⊲

Z

dγσ(hI kI )EJi

σ(hI gI )ϕ̂†cs (gI )

⊲

ϕ̂†cs (gI ))

4
Y

δ(gI γkI−1 )

I=1

(88)

where we are using repeatedly the Hermiticity of the flux operator and again the commutator (29) together with
gauge invariance of the wave-function.
In this way we have defined a family of flux operators which are acting colour by colour. This means that the flux
operator Êi1,B+ will measure the sum of all the fluxes of the black vertices of the boundary +, crossed by edges of
colour 1. All the other edges of colour 1 appearing in the graph will be correctly ignored12 .
The expectation value of the flux operator on a generic fixed graph (obtained for instance at a given stage of the
refinement process described above) can then be computed from (88) and the general expression (77), being Ê a
one-body operator.
The conditions of closure of the initial state, then, can be written as:


(89)
ÊiJ,Bs + ÊiJ,W s |{τ }i = 0.
11

12

Let us mention that most of the above, with the exclusion of issues deriving from the combinatorial structure of our quantum states,
but including the issues with normalising condensate states like ours in the scalar product of the initial Fock space, is simply the GFT
counterpart of standard issues in QFT, in their condensed matter theory applications.
As we mentioned above, the labelling we are using is probably meant to represent a more complicated procedure of reconstruction of
the geometry and topology associated to the states used, and that the percolation of these label into the second quantised observables
has to be intended in a similar fashion.
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If this closure relation holds, i.e. if the fluxes through the two boundaries of the shell vanish separately, for the initial
state then it holds also for the state at any stage of refinement. That this is the case, namely that




ctot ) |{τ }i = exp(M
ctot ) ÊiJ,Bs + ÊiJ,W s |{τ }i = 0 ,
ÊiJ,Bs + ÊiJ,W s exp(M
(90)

follows from the property (58) of our refinement moves.
Following a similar path, one can obtain the total area operator(s):
Z
q
†
ÂJ,cs ≡ (dg)4 σ̂cs
(gI ) EJi EJj δij ⊲ σ̂cs (gI )

(91)

which is decorated with the necessary labels required to concentrate the action on the relevant portion of the state,
thus counting only the contribution of the dual plaquettes that we are considering.
The procedure described so far does not really depend on the details of the operator that we are considering, apart
from it being a one-body operator. Therefore, we can extend the construction given above to arbitrary one-body
operators as we have already seen. If we want then to compute the contribution to the desired observables coming
†
b This
from a specific region of the graph, then, we can simply replace the appropriate σ̂cs , σ̂cs
in the expression for A.
might be useful if we were looking, for example, at properties like the total volume of the shell.
XI.

CONCLUSIONS AND A BRIEF OUTLOOK

We have generalised the construction of quantum gravity condensate states performed in [17, 18] as candidates for
representing continuum homogeneous quantum geometries, and to extract effective cosmological dynamics from the
fundamental quantum gravity dynamics. Indeed, these states are (kinematical) quantum states of the full GFT/LQG
Hilbert space, not resulting from any classical symmetry reduction. They correspond to homogeneous continuum
geometries in that, while defined in terms of an infinite superposition of spin network states defined on arbitrarily fine
graphs, are collectively described by a single wave function for minisuperspace variables. They do realise, therefore,
a coarse graining of (infinite) fundamental quantum gravity degrees of freedom to cosmological variables, at least at
the kinematical level.
These states depend on only three structures:
1. the seed state |τ i;
2. the single vertex wave-function σ;
c
3. the combinatorics of the move operator M.

As such, they are not unique and one can conceive easily different states. Still, they are rather simple and amenable
to manipulations and generalizations.
An important feature of these new states is that they contain the basic connectivity information required to
reconstruct the topological structure of the desired geometry. This is crucial for generalisations to more involved (less
symmetric) quantum geometries. In order to achieve the needed control over the combinatorial structures associated
to these states, we have shown that tools from tensor models are essential.
Our construction also illustrates how the Fock structure behind (the reformulation of LQG as) GFT allows a
straightforward definition of refinement operators for spin network states. Such type of operators, we believe, can have
many applications in quantum gravity, beyond our specific construction (tied to the specific notion of “homogeneity”
we have argued for).
One obvious direction for future work is to clarify under which mathematical conditions the states we have constructed reduce to the simpler condensate states used in [17, 18] and to elucidate the physical meaning of those
conditions.
In the opposite direction, one can instead use the new condensate states we have constructed as building blocks for
constructing quantum states associated to less symmetric continuum quantum geometries, still within the full theory.
The natural next stage in a process of “quantum spacetime engineering” is to construct quantum states associated
to continuum quantum geometries endowed with a notion of spherical symmetry. These would be the framework to
study, for example, quantum black holes within the fundamental theory, rather than in simplified models inspired by
it, as we have started to do for cosmology.
This is going to be subject of future work, but the main idea is the following. Having constructed quantum states
associated to homogeneous 3-shells, and to homogeneous 3-balls, one can then glue such homogeneous 3-shells into a
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complete foliation. The data associated to each shell (better, to its radial open legs) will also have to be compatible
with spherical symmetry. This requires two things. First, the wave function associated to each shell has to be
different, and the set of such wave functions can be parametrised by a single label, effectively playing the role of radial
coordinate. Second, for each face (inner and outer) of each shell, the wave-function has to be chosen in such a way that
the spins are composed to give the representation of spin-0 (this is the algebraic encoding of spherical symmetry). In
other words, one has to be able to contract all the magnetic indices of the SU(2) matrices associated to each radial link
with a single big intertwiner, i.e. if the graph on each shell can be corse-grained in a gauge invariant way to a single
vertex, then spherical symmetry is guaranteed. For this to be possible, one simply requires that the graph on each
shell be connected. In fact, one can use, for instance, techniques introduced in [33] to map by a gauge transformation
all the group elements associated to the links forming a maximal three of the shell angular graph to the identity. In
this way, the shell wave-function is gauge-fixed to a flower combinatorial structure formed by a single vertex, from
which all the radial links depart, and as many petals (loops) as the number of shell original angular links minus the
number of vertices plus one. The only non-trivial holonomies left are only those along the petals and there is a global
single SU(2) gauge invariance remaining on each shell and encoding its spherical symmetry. This construction should
also allow a direct comparison with the simple states used in [34, 35] for modelling quantum black holes. Finally, a
proper study of black holes within the full theory, using such “spherically symmetric multi-condensate states” will
also require the imposition of isolated-horizon conditions [36] on them (better, on their outer boundaries); moreover,
our construction is well suited to the definition of Kubo-Martin-Schwinger states along the lines of [37]. This is all
also doable, but left for future work.

Appendix A: An example for the refinement move
1.

The wave-function

Let us start with the examination of the wave-function. As we ask gauge invariance from the left and the right, the
Peter–Weyl decomposition gives simply:
σ(gv ) =

X

σ j1 j2 j3 j4 lL lR
ιjm1 1j2mj32jm4 l3Lm4 ιjn11jn22j3nj34nlR
4

4
Y

ji
(g(v,i) ) .
Dm
i ni

(A1)

i=1

{j},lL ,lR

Our conventions are:
j′
j
Dmn
(g)Dm
′ n′ (g)

=

′
j+j
X

′ ′′

′ ′′

′′

jj j
jj j
j
Cmm
′ m′′ Cnn′ n′′ Dm′′ n′′ (g)

(A2)

j ′′ ≥|j−j ′ |

and
j1 j2 j3 j4 l
=
ιm
1 m2 m3 m4

X

′

′

j3 j4 l
j1 j2 l
ll 0
Cm
Cm
′ Cmm′ 0 .
1 m2 m
3 m4 m

(A3)

m,m′

We denote the normalisation of the intertwiners with n:
X

′

′

j1 j2 j3 j4 l
= δ l,l n(j1 , j2 , j3 , j4 , l) ,
ιj1 j2 j3 j4 l
ιm
1 m2 m3 m4 m1 m2 m3 m4

(A4)

{m}

but the specific details of the normalisation do not matter, at this stage.

2.

Dirac deltas for left and right gauge invariance

For our calculations we need the Dirac delta on the homogeneous space obtained imposing gauge invariance on the
right and on the left. We report their Peter–Weyl decomposition for completeness. For the right gauge invariant delta
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we have:
Z

dγ

4
Y

δ(gvi γgv−1
′ ) =
i

i=1

X

dj1 dj2 dj3 dj4

X

ji
(gvi )ιsj11js22js33js44l ιrj11jr22jr33jr44l Drjii ni ((gv′ i )−1 ) =
δ m1 n1 Dm
i si

i=1

{j}

=

4
Y

dj1 dj2 dj3 dj4

4
Y

δ m1 n1 Drjii si ((gv′ i )−1 gvi )ιjs11js22js33js44l ιrj11jr22jr33jr44l =

i=1

{j}

= ∆R (gv , gv′ ) .

(A5)

For the left gauge invariant delta:
Z

dγ

4
Y

δ(γgvi gv−1
′ ) =
i

i=1

X

dj1 dj2 dj3 dj4

=

ji
)=
(γ)dγDsjii ni (gvi gv−1
δ m1 n1 Dm
i
i si

i=1

{j}

X

Z Y
4

j1 j2 j3 j4 l
ιj1 j2 j3 j4 l
dj1 dj2 dj3 dj4 ιm
1 m2 m3 m4 s1 s2 s3 s4

)=
Dsjii mi (gvi gv−1
i

i=1

{j,l}

= ∆L (gv , gv′ ) .
3.

4
Y

(A6)

Commutation relations among operators

We now examine the fate of the commutation relations between the new ladder operators:
Z
Z
†
σ̂(h) = dgv σ(hgv )ϕ̂(gv ) ,
σ̂ (h) = dgv σ(hgv )ϕ̂† (gv ) .

(A7)

If we first use the commutation relations for the original ladder operators and then the Peter–Weyl decomposition of
the wave-functions we obtain:
Z
[σ̂(h), σ̂ † (k)] = dgv σ(hgv )σ(kgv ) =
X

{j},lL ,l′L ,lR

j j j j l′

′

ιjm1 1j2mj32jm4 l3Lm4 ιm1 ′ 2m3′ m4 ′Lm′ n(j1 j2 j3 j4 , lR )σ j1 j2 j3 j4 lL lR σ j1 j2 j3 j4 lL lR
1

2

3

4

4
Y
1 ji
Dmi m′ (hi ki−1 ) .
i
d
j
i
i=1

(A8)

Therefore, if we take
σ j1 j2 j3 j4 lL lR = σ j1 j2 j3 j4 lL δ lL lR ,

(A9)

d2j d2j d2j d2j
|σ j1 j2 j3 j4 l |2 = 1 2 3 4 ,
n(j1 j2 j3 j4 l)

(A10)

[σ̂(h), σ̂ † (k)] = ∆L (h, k) .

(A11)

we have that:
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